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Abstract
Open space standards as the most widely utilized tools for

allocating urban land for recreation are often inapplicable

to inner city areas because of a shortage of vacant land.

Planners and designers must therefore seek other methods for

determining resident needs and desires in order to optimize

use of land already available. Behavioral research tech-

niques of observation and interview are modified to apply to

an existing l,Jinnipeg inner city park and nearby residential

area to better understand how peopìe utilize the space

available, and in what ways the Park might change to be more

responsive to visitor wishes. A conceptual design ìs

presented that attempts to synthesize the various elements

of neighbourhood recreat'ion identified by the case study.
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INTRODUCTI ON

In the ear'ly darkness of winter, boys gather to p'lay sh'inny.

One group plays on the street near their homes. They must

frequently stop pìay to repair goal posts crushed by passing

cars. They have trouble seeing the puck, a tennis ball

stilì filthy from the previous fall games.

Meanwhile, not far away, another group of boys have come

together for the same reason. They have walked a bit fur-

ther to this spot. It is a haven where they can pìay in

peace. This area is also paved, but the lighting is bright

and cars can't interrupt them. There are concrete walls on

three sides which act as boards and backstops. They are

playing in a parkìng lot.

These activities are very common. But what seems odd is

that, in both cases, there is a six acre park not fifty
yards away. There are no physical barriers, such as a busy

street or railway, between the boys and the park.

The Park is Vimy R'idge Memorjal. In winter it ìs void of

any activity; it is not lit; there is no hard surface to

p'lay on; and no shelter in whjch to warm-up.

Vimy Ridge is an inner city neighborhood park, designated so

by the rrlinnipeg Parks and Recreation Department. If Vimy

Ridge is a "neighborhood" park, why is it not operating in

the winter? The answer to this and other questions is the

focus of this study.

0utdoor recreation planning is within the scope of landscape

architecture. In particular, inner city open space is of

concern because of a renewed interest by the three levels of

government in the city core, as a viable alternative to

suburban 'l i vi ng.

During my ìimited exposure to the profession I have been

frustrated by the lack of user-oriented information on which

to base planning and design decisions. In the broadest

sense then, the goai of this study is to understand the

characterìstics of inner city ìocaì outdoor recreation in

terms of resident needs and desires. The intention is to
develop and demonstrate a process by which planne¡s and

designers might discover, evaluate, and appìy resident

outdoor recreation needs and desires.



SUMMARY

Vimy Ridge Memorial Park is an example, a case study. To

understand the operation of Vimy Ridge, neighborhood park,

in terms of resident needs and desires, it is important to

firstly understand the current winnipeg practice of pìanning,

programming and managing 'inner city outdoor recreation areas

and facilities.

The l^linnipeg Inner city Parks and Recreation Department

seeks to provide maximum utilization of pubìic open space by

establishing and operating facilities and programs for all
age groups. Appraisal of the quality of this service is

based on the quantity of various types of open space, and

numbers of people participating in programs.

several factors might expìain why the parks and recreation

service may not be responsive to resiclent needs and desires.

Firstly, the goals and values of those delivering the

service may vary from the consumers. The open space stand-

ard is a guideline for the location and quantity of certain

types of open space. It has developed into a political tool

for justifying the effectiveness of the parks and recreation

service. There is no empirical evidence to suggest that

present planning standards fulfill the needs and desires of

res i dents .

Secondly, present resident input into the provision of

facilities and programming of activities is Jimited to

special interest groups, especially sports-minded adults.

There is little or no input by individuars or groups who may

choose for whatever reason, not to become involved in pro-

grammed, structured activities.

A civic Byìaw is intended to regulate the operation of parks

and recreation areas and facilities to minimize damage to

park areas, and conflict among various groups. The poten-

tial for regulations to be both for enabling and restl^ictive

for visitors is significant. Reguìations should be enforced

with discretion in order to seek a balance between conser-

vation of high quaìity grounds maintenance, and resident

needs and desires.

Planners and designers must attempt to understand Jocal

characteri stics , requi rements, vôl ues q¡d wishes. The



process for achieving this must involve an inventory of

resident activities, likes, disìikes, and priorities, in

order to develop appropriate designs.

Techniques for this inventory were borrowed from behavioral

science. They were intentionally chosen and modified to be

quick and not scientifical'ly "clean". They were expected to

give a stionger base for design decisions than the usual

intuitive approach. In this respect the case study was very

successful. Execution of the survey yieìded impressions of

the Park not possible by a typicaìly brief site visit; but

the impressions were not significantìy different from my

preconceptions at the beginning of the study. Designer

i ntui ti on woul d therefore seem to have val i di ty; hov,/ever,

more detailed survey information obtained in a semi-con-

trolled manner can be usefuì to support intuition.

Behavioral science technjques are tools to assist, in much

the same way as terrain analysis is a tool. Landscape

architects, as designers, nìust synthesize base information

from various fields of expertise. The designer must there-

fore know what information is required, and who is best

suited to provide that information. He cannot and should

not be a civil engineer, geographer, oF behavioral scientist.

The survey of vimy Ridge Memorial park sought to assess the

quality and quantity of activities within the park. In

addition, residents were interviewed at home to determine

further why certain groups or individuals did or did not

visit the Park.

Survey results indicate five aspects of the park that re-

quire attention:

l. Retention of a large informal area for adults and
e'l de11y.

2. Revision, perhaps expansion, of the playground area.

3. Development of informal activity areas for teens.

4. Year-round use.

5. l4ore appropriate management practices.

Conceptual design proposaìs are outlined in Part Four.
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URBAN OPEN SPACE FOR RECREATION

As cities began to industrialize and increase in size and

density, people became aware of an increased need for sanit-

ation. The physical manifestation of this need took various

forms, including public parks, that recognized the physio-

logical and psychological value of sunlight, fresh air, and

the myriad aspects of nature and freedom of movement. These

breathing spaces where considered a retreat from the noise,

dirt and crowded conditions of the city, not as an integral

part of the urban landscape. I

Today few people would contradict the notion of providing

outdoor open space in our cities. Urban dwellers require

outdoor areas for their daily activities of movement from

place to pìace, shopping, education, working, and recre-

ation - all activities that involve various degrees of

social contact between and among individuals and groups.

The allocation of land for outdoor activities of cìty

residents is therefo¡e not sirnpìy a physical and psycholog-

ical necessity - open space for sociaJ interaction is con-

sidered important as well.

Defining recreation as any activity in which an individual

partakes of his own free-wiJ1, outside of daily committed

time such as school, work, and domestic tasks, implies that

the person will derive some benefit in voluntary partici-

pation. For some, the form of recreation requires a con-

trast to daily activity, such as sitting alone overJooking a

river, in an effort to refreshen or renew oneself. For

others, strapping on the blades and forging onto the hockey

rink with peers may be the choice.

"We all desire these nonroutine experiences because recre-

ation satisfies basic human needs that are as important as

eat'ing or sJeeping. We need the exhaustion and exurberance

of exercise; the company of friends, acquaintances, and just

other people; the regenerative effects of solitude; and the

change in our environment and the oppottunity for learning

that recreation, particularly outdoor recreation, provides.

',,j
ììJ.,ì
..:.ìì

:lìiì
i:,1
,ì:ar ì
ìiì:ì:

I L"wis Mumford, The Highway and The Cily (New York: Har-
court, Brace an .



Recreation allows us to step out

by engaging ourse'lves in what we

discover and recreate ourselves"

Given such a wide spectrum of needs, how does a c'ivic

department responsible for providing recreation opportuni-

ties in the city approach the problem? The review that

follows attempts to explain generaìly how planners determine

location, size and service radius of recreation areas and

facilities; more specifically how the Winnjpeg Inner City

Parks and Recreation Department renders it services to the

community. The intention is to discuss factors that are

relevant to the planning, design, and management of outdoor

recreation opportunities for ìocal (neighborhood) residen-

tial areas of the inner city. This is in search of a metho-

doìogy that will effectively evaluate existing outdoor

recreation areas in terms of the needs of local residents.

The methodology should also aid in establishing criteria and

priorities for impìementing change to the physical environment.

URBAN OUTDOOR RECREATION PLANNING

THE OPEN SPACE STANDARD

The open space standard is a statement used to guide the

locatÍon and quantity of land and facilities for recreation

opportunities. Because the authority and validity of the

standard is widely accepted, coptemporary recreation planners

reìy on it as both a planning tool, and a political tool to
justify the need for specific areas of open space.

The standard is basicaìly the only politically accepted

means to evaluate the qua'lity of urban recreation. It can

therefore be used as a bench mark by which residents can

exert political pressure to obtain more open space.

However, recreation pìanners of inner city areas are in a

dilemma because of the 'inappìicability of the standards. [n

most cases older urban areas were bui'lt-up prior to the

development and refinement of the standards. As a result,

the accepted standards cannot be achieved without the pur-

chase and demolition of houses and other buildings - a

practice that is expensive and often undesireable for the

residents of the affected areas.

of our customary

most want to do,

I

I i ves and

to re-

I Richard Saul Wurman, Alan Levy, Joel Katz, The llature of
Recreation - A Handbook jn honor of Frederick Law Olmsted,

Press,1972), p. ll.



It is important to anaìyze the theoretical validity of open

space standards in terms of the notion of resident satisfac-

tion of recreation needs.

If one thinks of planners or city parks and recreation

departments as supp'liers of recreation opportunities, and

loca'l residents as consumers of the serv'ice, it is important

to consider briefly the development of planning standards

and the goal s of these two groups.

Planning standards were original'ly a response to pressures

from a social reform movement for recreation. Social re-

formers are often, by nature, idealists concerned with

satisfying what they believe to be are societies needs and

wishes, rather than what is actually requ'ired. The input

for standards formulation therefore came from those con-

cerned with supp'lying the resource rather than from those

utilizing it. Standards then are simply "quantified state-

ments of an 'ideal recreation system as envisaged by the

recreation officials". I

Today, planning standards are statements of quantity such as

B acres per 1,000 population or one neighborhood park of 5 -

20 acres serving 2,000 - 10,000 people within 1/4 - ì/2 miìe

radius. There is little empirical evidence to suggest that

these numbers are appropriate.

Suppìiers of recreation services tend towards values that

are politically saleable. There tends to be focus on tangi-

ble projects such as facilities for group organized sport.

The recreation needs of that particular group are therefore

thought to be satisfied. However, â I 972 Baltimore Studyz

of where peop'le in various neighborhood settings were

observed recreating, indicated the vast maiority of all age

groups were in the streets, sidewalks, lanes, porches and

yards, compared with those in des'ignated parks and p'lay-

grounds. This may also indicate that the separat'ion of

recreation, often focusing on organized sport, ffiâY be in

conflict with other very'important needs of residents.

o
' Randolph T. Hester Jr., Neighborhood Space: Usef Needs and

Def i@, Community Development Series
@wden Hutchinson & Ross, Inc., '1975)'

p. 33.

Ph. D.
p. 5ll,

ì Herbert J.
Behavi or:

Gans, Recreation Pl anni for Lei sure
P i shed

ssertat
A Goaì-0riente roac

vani a, te57),



bIINNIPEG INNER CITY PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT

AN EVALUATION OF PROCEDURES

Organi zation

The Department has two administrativeìy separate branches:

Parks and Recreation. The Parks Branch is responsible for

the planning and co-ordinating of facility development, con-

struction, landscaping, and maintenance of the Departments

properties including parks, playgrounds, athletic facilities,

and community centres. More than 70% of total permanent

12staff,' but less than 30% of the total annual budget' is

allocated to Parks. The Recreation Branch deals with "pro-

gramming" of activities on a community (neighborhood), and

city-wide basis. It is concerned primarily with organized

sport, especi a'l ly hockey , and w'i th other organi zed acti vi -

ties such as arts and crafts for various age groups, fitness

programs, and special programs for yoçrth and elderly.

Organ'ization Chart - See Appendix B, p. 8l

Based on l'linnipeg Inner C.ity Parks and Recreation
Department Statement of Income and Expenditures
for the year ended December 31, 1974. - See
Appendix B, p. Bz

As a designer it is difficult to analyze the effectiveness

of the organizational framework of the Department. However,

the major emphasis of the two branches fails to recognize

that recreation does not necessariìy require "programming"

or strictly designated areas for the recreation experience

to be satisfying for Jocal residents.

Pl anni ng

The importance of the Poìicy Statement and Department Organi-

zation to this study is understanding the end product or

translation of policies into rea'lity. This involves the

general acceptance of a set of open space standards, and the

programming of activities for various age groups.

?
A study" prepared by consu'ltants analyzed and evaluated the

overall recreation and open space system in l^linnipeg.

Quantitative open space standards were recommended, and

although not adopted by City Council, the standards are used

3 Problems Research Ltd. Metropolitan Winnipeg Parks
S.ystem and Standards Study, 1969.

I

2
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as general

both as a

goals for

planning guidelines by the Department, to "serve

means of appraising present conditions and as

parks and recreation planning boards".l

Commi ttee on Envi ronment2 supports thi s noti on : " . . . the

Jack of open public space in certain of the existing resi-

dentiaì areas requires maximum utilization of any avail-

able public open space." (Perhaps optimum should replace

maximum). 0ptimum utilization should be a consumer evalu-

ation, not a supplier judgement.

Community Centres or Community SchooJ - Parks are intended

as the focus of community (neighborhood) recreation. They

serve as the primary location for organized sport and com-

petitive athletic programs. Each Centre is staffed by a

Community Recreation Co-ordinator, acting as liason with the

Centre's executive and community organizations interested in

utilizing or sponsoring recreation programs. The Co-ordinator

advises on problem solving, administers program organization,

registration, instructor recruitment and supervision, and

budget.

In addition, seasonal programs are initiated for youth and

elderly - two groups recognized as having specia'l needs.

tJinnipeg Committee on tnvironment,

As previously noted, present open space standards are in-

applicable to inner city areas - the standards approach as

a tool or guideline may be appropriate; specific standards

may not. Research should be imp'lemented to determine v¡hich

standards seem right for the inner city, given a desire by

residents to maintain the physical character of their 'living

environment. Further, the shortage of open areas designated

to parks and recreation in the inner city, compared with

accepted standards, does not necessarily indjcate more open

space should be provided. More compact utilization of

existing areas shouìd be considered. This approach would

require a shift in emphasis from full-size playfields fot

example, to smaller areas which provide equal oppo¡tunity

without lowering participant satisfaction. fl report of the

roach

Ibid, p. 12.

the l4aximum Utilization of Publi
A Recommended
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Programs for these groups focus on a soc'ially constructive

use of time; a "no strings attached" approach.

The methods by which the needs, desires, and values of local

residents are determined is of relevance. The process in-

volves communication between the Co-ordinator and interested

community groups, and generaìly results in allocation of

space, time and money for a specified activity.

However, if one wishes to determine the recreation needs of

residents, they shouìd be asked. Present'ly, input into the

provision of facilities and programming of activities is

limited to specia'l interest groups, especìal ly sports-minded

adults, and commun'ity centre executive, who in many in-

stances may be involved for their own benefit rather than

for the community as a whole. There is little or no input

by'indiv'iduals who may choose for whatever reason not to be-

come involved in programmed, structured activities. The

goa'ls and values of the Department may not coincide with

those of many residents; if they did coincjde, ro lack of

participation by aì1 age groups would exist unless the

problern was simply di spersa'l of information.

Management

In contrast to the highJy structured programs of recreation,

the Parks Branch focuses on the provìsjon and maintenance of

green areas, be they quiet, well-treed parks or turfed

athletic fields. The prime concern once a facility is

established is the conservation of high horticultural quality,

achieved in many cases by continual on-site maintenance and

supervision. This Department phiìosophy of high quaìity

grounds is legalìy supported by a Civic Bylawl intended to

regu'late the operation of parks and recreation facilities.

It prohibits specific behaviours that could potentially

damage vegetation and other features, as weìì as eliminate

possible conflicts with the intended use of a facility.

Permission must be obtained from the Department office in

order to participate in activities other than those in-

tended. The caretakers of the parks are special constables,

authorized and required to enforce the bylav',s - with dis-

creti on.
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The potential effects of the bylaw in frustrating resident

goals and desires are very significant. The Policy State-

mentl notes that "... maintenance and operational services

fshall be] consistent with park and recreation needs". Are

these the needs of the Department or residents? The Bylaw

is very prohibitive and overprotective. It could easily

prevent the satisfaction of resident needs and values. An

unofficiaì Department policy of park preservation may be in

conflict with the recreation desires of certain potential

vi si tors.

Amal gamati on

The various Parks and Recreation Departments in the Metro-

poìitan area are amalgamating into one administrative and

operational body 'in accordance with the Unicity Act of the

late 1960's. The intention is to re-organize existing

personneì and services into a more effective and efficient

delivery system.2 Ru.r.ution will not be organìzed on the

Community Centre districts, but on the poìitical boundaries

of the l2 Community Committees, composed of 4 wards eaçh.

Parks will be organized regionally, with separate divisions

for first and second line maintenance, and services such as

insect and weed control, and floricuìture. 0f special

relevance to this study is the new Planning Research and

Development Division responsible for design research and

facility standards, speciaì resource personneì, s'ite devel-

opment and construction. It is for these people that this

study is intended, so they may better understand one method

of determining resident needs and desires, and the trans-

lation into reality.

The next step in understanding utilization of local open

space for everyday living activites is outlining an approach

for determining, planning and designing for resident needs

and val ues.

ìli
.rl

'l

' See Appendi x B, p. 83 
ì1j',Ì
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AN APPROACH

LOCAL PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

A definition of local public open space is important.

t)iscussion shall be limited to public outdoor recreation

reìated to resident perception of "neighborhood".

when planners describe the city in terms of neighborhoods,

it is often assumed that the various components of the

neighborhood such as the local postal station' corner store'

and park are an integraì part of on'ly one neighborhood, that

adjacent areas have their own centres for everyday activi-

ties. In reality, however, the boundaries of neighborhoods

cannot be defined by an imaginary line on paper. Boundaries

cannot be fixed because they vary according to the 'indivi-

dual, depending on life style, stage in the life-cycle'

ethnic origin and personal attitudes. Perception of neigh-

borhood is therefore dYnamic.l

It is not important, within the context of this study, to

pursue a definition of neighborhood. However, understanding

the meaning of neighborhood or local public open space in terms

of its use by the residents is important.

Local public open space is territory that is close to home,

and considered to be the resident'S ou,n because of their

',collective responsibility, familiar association, and fre-

quent shared use'f .2

A resident's sense of ov,,nership is a symbolic reference tO a

Sense of "territory" of "turf". It extends beyond priVately

ov^,ned land to include such areas as parks, boulevards,

storefronts, alleys, sidewaJks, parking lots, streets,

vacant lots, grounds of public buildings such as churches,

schools, and Street corners; in generAl, all afeas that may

be utilized by residents in their daily leisure-time' work'

pol i ti cs , educati on and movement acti v'i ti es .

It is relatively simple to predict the theoretical uses of

Jocal public outdoor spaces; how the spaces are utilized

depend on the activities occurring there - Work (maìntaining

the front of the store, fixing the car), leisure (walking,

2 Hester, p. 20.
I Christopher Alexander, "A

Forum (May 
.1965), 

P. 58.
a Tree", Architectural

i;
:

City is not
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jogging, hanging around, sitting, sunbathing, playing house,

hockey, catch, football,), politics (protesting a proposed

freeway), education (tree or insect identification), move-

ment (walking to the corner store or bus stop). In con-

trast, it is much more difficult to predict the actual and

specific activities that occur in local public open space,

without looking closely and asking.

Although a complete picture indicating how residents actu-

ally utilize the outdoor areas near home cannot be pre-

sented, a number of factors that influence such activity are

becoming cìearer. I

- the qualities and quantities of the space.

- the social characteristics of the residents -
socioeconomic class/stage in the life cycìe/
sex/ethnic characteristics/local region.

- psychologìcal factors influencing personal choice.

- accessibility of local versus non-local (regional)
spaces , faci I i ti es and servi ces .

The importance of these factors to planners and designers is

that the physical ìayout and aesthetic design of the outdoor

spaces are not the only factors influencing utilization for

activities, and that resident needs vary significantly

according to local characteristics. For example, Gold2

suggests three possible explanations for the limited use, in

terms of population numbers, of neighborhood parks compared

to the total potential users:

l. those who do not utilize the park may have some
significant physical, mental or cultural difference
from those who do.

2. the park's image and facilities do not coincide
with the leisure preferences and satisfactions of
the maiority of potential users.

3. some physical, environmental, or institutional
restraints encourage nonuse.

Further, studi"r3 indicate a general increase in utilization

of local public outdoor space, not only for leisure activi-

ties but for circulation, working, political and religious

gatherings, and education for all age grouPs. Residents are

Seymour Gold, "Nonuse of
(t'lovember 1972\, p. 372.

Hester, p. 37.I Iuid, p. 3s

Neighborhood Parks", AIP Journal
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beginning to perceive their surrounding environments not

on'ly as individual areas for family services, but are de-

manding as weì.l, socially suitable quaìity environments to

meet a broad range of individual and group needs and desires.

The importance therefore, of planners and designers attemp-

ting to understand local characteristics, requirements,

values and wishes cannot be over emphasized. The first step

in this understanding'is developing a planning and design

process, a part of which must be the determination of actuaì

and specific resident needs.

The diagram on the following page illustrates one possible

process that could result in physical environments more

responsive to resident needs. It indicates a point where

resident input could aid in develop'ing priorities and

identifying conflicts to ensure a more appropriate decision-

making process. As Goldl states:

"Outdoor recreation planning at the neighborhood level
the determination ofis an incremental process for

opportunities based on the expressed goals and objectives
of residents. The aìlocation of public resources for
outdõõFTecFeation is a direct reîlection of resident
values. These values are expressed in the opþõt:unities,
space standards and priorities selected from älternativei
by a representative body of the residents or tñEir 

-
advocate. "

The process is cyclical and on-going. Following construc-

tion of an environment, the success of the design must be

evaluated. Problems should be re-defined, relevant data

gathered and analyzed. The role of the p'lanner and designer

is one of interpreting responses of a resident survey and

inventing physical solutions that enable resident values to

be fulfilled. This is particularly crucial in the inner

city where a scarcity of designated open areas exists. It
is also important because planners' and designers' values do

not necessarily coincide with those of residents or poten-

tial visitors.

Seymour M. Gold, Urban Recreation Planning,
(Philadeìphia, Pa p. 208.
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A PROCESS FOR DETERIIINING AIID DESIONING FOR RESIDEÎIT NFEDS

-post construction
evaluation over
period of time to
determine ìf act'ions
have worked

-working drawings
& specifications

-develonment of
al ternati ves
-discussion/
revi s i ons/acceptance
by c1 ient/consumers

rì
t1

ìì
lj

-usually intitated by
clients & interpreted
by planner/desìgner

-site information
-consumer survey
-general desiqn

knowl edge

-site capability/
sui tabi I i t.y for
various activities

-consumer priorities/
goal s/val ues

- performance
criteria for
acti vi ti es

-conceptual
al ìocation of
activities to
soecific sites

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT
DOCUMENTS

SYNTHESIS
INTO FORM

-cl ient approva.l/financial commitment

FIGURE I
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TECHNIQUES FOR DETERMINING RESIDENT NEEDS

If a resident were to consider public outdoor spaces close

to home and listed all the reasons he goes there, and what

changes would make him go there more often, a notion of the

factors important to the residents' utilization of public

outdoor spaces begins to be indicated. Patterns of resident

requirements can be developed by combining individual needs

and values to indicate to planners and designers vúhat

residents expect of their local open spaces in terms of

sati sfacti on .

There are a number of techniques developed by behavioral

scientists to involve residents in the design process,

directly and indirectly. The choice of any technique will

depend upon:

- the kind of information sought

- phase of the design process at which the technique
will be used.

- cost of any part'icular technique related to the
speed of use, reliance on paid professionals such
as interviewers, extent of on-site use, ease of
interpreting the results, accuracy of the tech-
nqi ue, fl exi bi 1 i ty and versati I i ty.

- compatibility with other neighborhood goaìs such
as stimulating interest by community leaders.

The use of resident-oriented research techniques is not

unlike the use of open space standards. They are tools

intended to appraise local conditions and assist in guiding

planning and design decisions. Primary importance should be

placed on understanding specific local conditions.- the

findings in one area may not necessarily apply to other

areas. The contribution of research results to the general

body of planning and design knowledge is essential for a

"let's see if this seems true for here" attitude. This can

assist in the revision of open space standards and a recre-

ation delivery system that is more responsive to resident

needs.

Given the process outlined, the broad range of available

research technigues, and the context of landscape architecture

that is the bias of this study, emphasis in Part Three is on

those steps of the process involving gathering and anaìyzing

information about resident needs, vâlues and social inter-

action in Vimy Ridge Memorial Park.



APPRAISAL OF
AN EXISTING SITUATION
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INTRODUCTION

The overall purpose of the case study is to evaluate an

existing situation. Techniques are chosen to anaìyze the

effectiveness of the exísting recreation environment in

meeting resident needs and values.

The study proposes hypotheses based on a review of liter-
ature, and tests them with techniques of behavioral re-

search. Defining problems of one particular recreation area

is important in order to develop a program for possible

changes. However, it must be emphasized that the findings

for Vimy Ridge Memorial Park may not be true for other

areas, even within t,Jinnipeg; further testing is required in

a variety of other situations to determine which factors are

general in scope and which are s'ite-specific. Only in this

manner can a body of knowledge be accumulated that will

assist in planning and design decisions.

THE STUDY

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

Available literature suggests that the utilization of local

outdoor recreation areas depends upon,l

l. acceptable social environment - people one wants to do
an activity with or without

2. settings for the activities one wants to do

3. relationship to the natural environment

4. safety

5. aesthetic appeaì

6. convenience

7. psychological comfort

B. phys'ical comfort

9. symbol ic ownership

.l0. policy on use

ll. cost

A brief explanation of these factors is important in order

to understand how they might be related to the gathering of

i nformati on.

I Hester, p. 85.
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l. acceptable social

an activity with

environment - people one wants to do

or without

if a person wants to be with the
people who are in local open spaces,
he will likely go there, but if he
wishes to avoid people who are there,
he is not likely to utilize the space.

- appropriate activity settings are
important to both residents and pìan-
ners/designers. They include not only
location, but site characteristics,
such as the adaptability of spaces to
various games.

the natural environment

- people often utilize local open areas
because there is a "feeling" of nature
which assists the person in refreshing
or renewing himself, relieving anx-
ieties, and enriching the man/nature
rel ati onsh i p.

- safety includes both physical and
social components: physical safety
includes the location of one facility
or activity area related to others,
the recognition of danger by signs or
barriers, and maintenance to prevent
harmful accidents. Social safety
involves not only supervision, either
formal ]y or by res idents , but i ncl udes
the programming of activities to

encourage visits by "desireable"
groups, while discouraging attendance
of certain groups that may exhibit
social'ly undesireable behavior.

perhaps more important to designers
than to residents; potential visitors
may be attracted by the physical
"look" of a particular recreation
area. Visual unity of various phys-
ical elements to achieve a sense of
"oneness" or "t^.,hole" is important to
des i gners .

- convenience can be measured in terms
of actual versus functional distance -
even though a playground may be Jocated
within 2 blocks of home, another play-
ground 6 blocks from home may be
utilized because it corresponds to an
individuals daily "beat" or pattern of
using other local amenities and services.

comfort

- involves emotional release (escape,
aggressive behaviour), social rein-
forcement (love, safety, respect),
baJance of choices (new experiences,
securi ty ) .

involves site factors such as weather,
microclimate and pollution, and facili-
ties that provide physical safety and

2. setting for the activities one wants to do

5. aesthetic appeal

6. convenl ence

7. psychol ogi ca'l

3. relationship to

4. safety

B. physical comfort
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9.

meet physiological needs and desires,
such as coolness on a hot day, benches
with backs, drinking fountains and
washrooms.

symbolic ownership

- the more a person visits an open
space, the more he considers the space
his own. If a person is involved in
acquiring and developing the space,
his sense of ownership increases.
Symbolic ownership will also increase
if the space has appropriate physical
characteristics and is viewed as a
status object by residents and out-
siders.

.l0. policy on use

offical rules and regulations and the
manner of thei r enforcement can affect
the utilization of open areas by being
both enabìing (to permit and encourage
participation) and restrictive (to
prohibit participation) .

l1 cost

the lowest direct cost is best; ac-
quisition and construction costs are
usually absorbed in taxation, so have
nri nimal di rect effect.

RESEARCH METHODS AND TECHNIqUES

In order to contro'l the quantity of specific data to be

gathered, the study is divided into two segments:

l. Selection of one designated recreation area (Vimy Ridge

Memorial Park) to determine who it serves, how it
serves them, how they utilize the facilities, and what

changes might be made to better serve the visitors.

2. Selection of one residential area that is typical of

the larger area in terms of demographic characteristics.

The objective is to understand general recreation

patterns of various groups in order to make iudgements

about what things are important to residents that are

or are not presently fulfilled by Vimy Ridge Park.

Two research techniques were chosen:

l. Observation of the Park utilizing photography and

mapping to determine who uses the spaces and how they

use them.
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2. Personal interviews with visitors to Vimy Ridge Park to

determine how they fee'l about the Park, and with

residents to determine their recreation patterns in

terms of Vimy Ridge Park.

Data gathering was "quick and dirty". Information was to be

neither rigidly scientific nor too superficial to be of

value. A more detaiìed impression of the Park than the

usual designer site visit was thought to be required to make

more responsive design decisjons.

VII4Y RIDGE MEMORIAL PARK

HISTORY

Vimy Ridge Park is an approximately 6 acre parcel of land

purchased in the 1890's as one of four initial acquisitions

for parkland in the City of Winnipeg. It was developed

around the turn of the century, corresponding to residential

development in the area. Many changes have occurred over

the years, most significantly the removal of fencing, shrub-

bery and lighting, and the development of a playground and

all-weather buildìng, flower beds and addition of historical

elements such as the war monument and fencing from the old

Cìty Hall Square. The common characteristics throughout the

75 years of development are the American Elms that are now

fully mature.
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FIGUIìE 3

VIMY RIDGE MEMORIAL PARK
October 197712O feet
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MANAGEMENT

The park is maintained from April to October by a crew of

caretakers or gardeners. This crer¡l consi sts of two shi fts,

during peak summer months, of two men per shift, one of

which is a permanent full-time empìoyee of the Parks and

Recreation Department and the other usualìy a student.

Maintenance involves cleaning the grounds, general horti-

cultural maintenance (special maintenance such as heavy

pruning is handled by another branch), and enforcement of

rules and regulations. The Park is considered by the admin-

istration to be a quiet neighborhood park with strong horti-

cultural qualities that must be conserved. The park care-

takers therefore ìnterpret the Bylaw verbatim and use little
discretion in its enforcement. Despite resident pressure

about five years ago to have the'rules relaxed, (which was

apparently done at the time), it is my observation (living

adjacent to the Park) that little or no discretion is cur-

rently in practice.

Seating is provided during April to October by a large

number of benches that are placed initially (but not per-

manently fixed) by the caretakers. The benches arrive with

the warmth of spring and depart with the chill of autumn.

One picnic table painted with three checkerboards is also

placed near the center of the Park. The on'ly fixed seating

is two long benches in the p'layground area overlooking the

baby swings and the sandbox.

Active recreation permitted in the Park is confined to the

lawn bowling area and the playground. Participation in lawn

bowìing is limited to the Vimy Ridge Lawn Bowling Club and

other organizations such as CNIB and Lion's Manor (elderly

persons' housing development). This limited participation

is possibly due more to perception by local residents that

lawn bowling is an old persons's game than to fact, since

the facility is indeed open to the public.

The playground is very much a separate entity in the Park,

both physically and socially. The fenced-in area confines

childrens' activities under parental supervision or formal

management by the "Park Lady" during July and August. The

playground supervisor is responsible for maintaining the

playgrounds, enforcing strict safety rules, ôrìd instructing
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and supervising programmed activities, such as finger

pai nti ng.

It was my preconception before starting the research that

the presence and social or anti-social activities of the

caretakers and supervisors could p'lay a significant role in

the utilization of the Park by various groups. Further,

their simple management tasks such as placing benches only

in certain areas may be significant. One of the purposes of

the observations and interviews is therefore to determine

the role of the caretakers/supervisors in relation to who

uses the Park, how they use it, and how they feel about the

management practices.

The Park is operated on a current annual budget of approxi-

mately $27,000.00, $2.l,000.00 of which is allocated to

labour and materials for the four park caretakers. Another

$5,000.00 goes to playground supervisors and playground

maintenance, with the remaining $.l,000.00 for miscellaneous

materials and operating costs such as water for the wading

pool .

It shou'ld be noted that the only expense for the remaining

six months of the year is heating the building faciìity

which is locked, and lighting the north-west quadrant of the

Park (the only lighting in the Park with the exception of

accent lighting on the building, operational only in the

summer).
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DATA GATHERING

Observati on

For approximately a year prior to formal study, the Park was

observed to get an initial impression of use. Because the

Park is visited only in summer day'light hours by significant

numbers of people, it was decided to formally observe the

Park over a period of two days (weekday and weekend) to

determine if there were any sign'ificant variations. It is

not possible to see the entire Park from any one vantage

point so it was decided to move around the Park, as un-

obtrusiveìy as possible, to map the age, sex, location and

activity of the people. Duration of stay couìd not be

determined and the notation of movement was difficult, but

worth the attempt.

The sampìe worksheet on the following page illustrates the

level and type of detail that uras possib'le given a coding

system and one person doing the work. Photography was

utilized informally over a 'long period of time to supplement

the mapping.

Personal Interviews

The interviews with visitors to the Park sought to assess

their feelings and perceptions about the Park, others in the

Park, and the caretakers of the Park.

Interviews uJere conducted over a two week period in August

1976, at various times of day. An effort was made to inter-

view a broad range of Park visitors, in terms of age and

sex, residents and office workers, individuals and groups,

and in various sections of the Park. In addition to the

formal interviews, casuaì discussions with visitors and park

caretakers took place on other occasions.

The interview was unstructured in the sense that questions

were generally open ended, aìlowing respondents to freely

express themselves. The questions were ordered, but if a

response referred to a later guestion, the subject was

probed at the earlier time.

The interview sought to determine the respondents frequency

of visits to the Park, details of activities, rnode of trans-

port, reasons for visits, like, dislikes, home Jocation,
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dwelling type, length of tenure, household structure, feelings

towards other groups or individuals in the Park, seasonal

use, attitudes towards the enforcement of rules and regula-

tions, and suggested changes to the Park. The responses to

the questions were analyzed in terms of relative frequency

of mention for the entire sample.

RESIDENT SURVEY

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The air photo on page 22 illustrates the context, general

features and characteristics of the resident survey area.

The area is a rich mixture of single and multiple-family

houses and apartments with a few special "guest" and "half-

way" houses for the elderly and children with moderate

social problems. The housing condition varies from incon-

sistent to good. There is a variety of street layouts,

lined with mature American Elm boulevard trees, which pro-

tects the area from non-local through traffic from Portage

Avenue and Broadway. There are a number of local services,

including churches, corner stores, Community Committee

offices, high school, and Vimy Ridge Park.

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

The resident survey area u,as chosen because of its demo-

graphic simiìarity to other enumeration areas in the larger

study area.
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The demographic characteristics, based on the l97l Stqt- The first section of the interview consisted of a number of

istics Canada Census, including the following: 6pen ended questions designed to ascertain the outdoor

Total population of 625 with the plurality 
-Øa%) being recreation patterns of the respondent and their families.

between the ages of 15 and 34. There are few elderly
persons and few children. qf the l$+ population of As well, an indication of desired activities was sought.
515, 35% are single and 48.5% are married with spouses
living. English speaking residents_predominate, with Inquiries were made concerning participation in parks and
other groups comprising approximaüely one-third of the
population. Recreation programs, specificalìy the local Community Centres,

Approximately three-quarters of the population are and visits to Vimy Ridge park. The results of the first
tenants of apartments or flats; the average number of
persons per household is 2.4, with the age of household section urere analyzed in terms of their relative frequency
heads predominantìy between 25 and 44 years

of mention for the entire sample of residents.

PERSONAL INTERVIE!'¡S

The next section of the interview consisted of direct ques-
The interviews with residents sought to determine theit 

tions concerning residents perception of issues or probrems
outdoor recreation patterns' their feelings and perceptions 

in the area, and an expìanation of the nature of the pro-
about their su*ounding community' specifically the recre- 

brem, if any. Also, a number of proposar ideas were risted,
ation areas' and their reactions to various proposaì ideas 

shown to the respondents, and asked to express their fee-
for outdoor areas in the community' 

lings and reasons for approval or disapproval of the ideas.

It was decided to interview one in four households because The proposals were not based on any empirical evidence; they

of time limitations. Initial interviews indicated an un- were simply my own notions that were intended to ascertain

wi'llingness to be interviewed. Following distribution of a resident values and to further generate ideas.

brief letter explaining the project and the general type of

information sought, interviews went well.

:

ll
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The resident survey was intended to complement the study of

Vimy Ridge Park to determine recreation patterns in a broader

sense. The usefulness of this information is in judging the

appropriateness of expanding the Park to respond to a

wider range of recreation opportunities.

RESEARCH RESULTS

THE PEOPLE IN THE PARK

Many people have said that Vimy Ridge is a quiet park for

the elderly - it is perceived as this not onìy by many

surrounding residents but by others within the Park itself,
including Park caretakers. However, my observations indi-

cate that al I age groups are represented. The only group

that is noticeably absent are teens (observations indicate

increased teenager visits after dark, and in spring and

fal I ).

The majority of frequent visitors to the Park live south of

Portage Avenue and within I /4 nile distance (see page 33).

These people could be termed the "regulars" - predominatly

children under l2 years of age and elder'ly from nearby

apartments, houses or senior citizens homes. "Regulars"

will usually come to the Park everyday, weather permitting,

individually or in small groups, and often stay all day,

returning home only for meals. The "reguìars" have a well-

developed sense of ownership, regardless of their ìength of
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residence - for one elderly gent'lemen, this is expressed in

his symbolic ownenship of one specific bench on which he

sits everyday, preferably alone, to read the paper and watch

others; he is very disappointed when "his" bench is occupied

upon his arrival. For these reguìars, the Park is a very

important component in their everyday living pattern.

The frequency of regular visits to the Park varies from

daiìy to about once a mcnth. The more frequent the visits,

the closer the residence to the Park. Less frequent visi-

tors are usually there for a very specific recreation

reason - for exampìe, to walk the dog, or bring the children

to the pool. It seems that within the general confines of

the Park, visitors will carry out their desired activities

in the area closest to their point of entry that offers a

setting appropriate to the activity. For exampìe, a young

male adult was interviewed while sunbathing near some

shrubs which offered physical protection on one side, whiJe

unoccupied park in the other directions achieved the desired

degree of pri vacy. ù'lhen questi oned about hi s di s I i kes , he

rated the noise and site of traffic as high on his hatred

list; his likes included the varied age groups of visitors

to the Park, yet he v{,as situated in an area of isolation

closer to the evident noise of Portage Avenue than any other

sunny area in the Park. His privacy, expressed in distance

from others !',as evidently more important to him than the

noise he disliked. That particular spot at that particular

time was the only place in the Park that fulfilled the

desired characteristics given a certain activity. This

notion seemed to app'ly to many others as well - visitors

that were interviewed and others observed over time will

situate themselves close to their point of entry or in an

area in which they feel secure or are familiar with. Rarely

was anyone observed exploring all aspects of the Park. Park

visitors, with the exception of chiìdrenr âfê often from

dwelling types other than single family housing. The Park

becomes in a sense, their yard or semi-private outdoor

space. Interviews with residents seems to indicate that

private home-owners rare'ly visit the Park for the same

reasons as apartment dwellers - their visits are usually

incidental to some other activity such as going to the store
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or wal ki ng

functi ons

home.

the dog. Both groups'

in the Park and fulfill
activities are valid

a desire not available at

THE ACTIVITIES

Visitors to the Park are there predominantly to relax, sit,
and chat in the pleasing surroundings. The notion of Vimy

Ridge Park as a quiet park would therefore seem to be true,

except for the kids who are there to have fun, usually in a

loud boisterous manner. The concept of "quiet" seems to

relate more to the psychological setting than to the actual

setting. A number of people said they liked the Park because

it is quiet. Although no decibel readings are available, I

suspect that the sÍze of the Park and other physical char-

acteristics such as large trees, location of benches, some

screen planting, and slightly undulatìng topography provide

the "feeling" that the Park is quiet. In essence, physical

separation, by distance, and screening provide a psycho-

log'ically serene environment regardless of the knowledge of

noisy activities.

Activities for visitors to the Park occur predominantly in

the heavily treed edges and centre of the Park, between Home

and Canora Streets north of the bowling green (the exception

is childrens' activities which are confined to the designated

playground area). The activities in these areas involve

FIGURE 7
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various size groups, usualìy coup'les in the young aduìt age

group, individuals or groups up to six in the adult, eìderìy

and office (brown-bagger) groups. Activities are passive in

nature and generalìy include sjtting or lying on the benches

and grass in the sun or shade, watching observ'ing others,

reading, eating, sìeeping, chatting or expressing ìove.

The size of the Park and the subdivisions by paths, trees,

and fencing creates a wide variety of spatial character-

'istìcs enabl'ing activities to occur in psychological iso-

lation from one another. Further, the ease with which

benches can be moved allows visitors to create their own

groupings, in sun or shade, in the protection of pìanting or

in the open, and in whatever orientation is desired to watch

others, to have the warnlth of the sun in the front or back,

or to watch specific areas of the Park. It is not uncommon

to see v'isitors, usual'ly regulars, bring theìr own lawn

chairs-

F I GURE
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The Portage Avenue edge including the flower beds is util-
ized very little except by passers-by who may stop briefly.

The flower garden is essentially a circulation area. No

benches are provided and sitting on the grass in this area

is actively discouraged by the caretakers to prevent the

possibility of damage to the flowers. The presence of the

flower beds is important to many visitors. This feature

should therefore be maintained, but possibìy at a different

location so that the Portage Avenue edge might be re-defined

to encourage more pedestrian traffic into the Park.

The playground, developed in the mid-I960's, is intended for

use by children under 12 years of age and their parents or

guardians. There seems, however, to be differing opinions

by residents on the responsiveness of the playground to the

various needs within this age group. Some parents feel that

the playground is "not very good" for the pre-school or

toddler group because the older kinds dominate. 0n the

other hand, some people feel that the needs of the older

kids are not met, because the programmed activities seem to

be for the younger children. Observations, both systematic

and informal, indicate that both opinions seem to be true.

Alt age groups must share the sandbox, slide and wading pool

which often results in conflict. It is not uncommon to see

the older kids (12 - 15 years) in the playground in the late

afternoon or evenings when many others are not there, possi-

b'ly an expression of their desire to co-operate on a peer

group level only, and to participate in more active games.

The playground is formally supervised by Parks and Recre-

ation staff (often a senior high school or university fe-

male) on a 7-day basis during July and August when children

are out of school, and when the wading pooì is in operation.

(Supervision during the other operating months is by the

general Park caretakers). Strict safety rules are enforced

by the "Park Lady", who also instructs and supervises various

games and crafts, and maintains the grounds of the play

area. She is under the direction of not only the Park

caretakers, but also the local Community Recreation Co-

ord i nator.

Participation in activities under the direct supervision of

the "Park Lady" seems to be limited to the elementary school

age-group (6 - 10 years). The pre-schoolers are usually

t:.
:::
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under parental or sibling supervision and are generaììy

confined to p'lay areas within visual contact of the parent.

The oìder kids do not seem to participate if they are at the

pl ayground .

The playground tends to be utilized mosily by children

tiving south of Portage and north of hlestminster, so they do

not have to cross any heavi]y trafficked streets. Elemen-

tary school children are often unaccompanied by parents or

older siblings and usually walk, up to r/4 nile distance to

the pl ayground. They vi s i t the p]ayground f requenily, some

everyday, al'l day. Many parents interviewed feel secure in

the knowledge that the playground is werì supervised. For

these children, the p'layground seems to fulfill functions

not accommodated by their yards or the street. This ful-
fillment is not only physical, but social as well - often

very few children of similar ages live on any single block.

The fulfillment is not only of the child's needs, but per-

haps even more, of the parents' needs and wishes.

Pre-school children are usually accompanied by a parent or

parents, or by older relatives or friends. These peopìe

will travel further distances, up to 1/Z nile, to visit the

p'layground. Their visits are generally less frequent,.

and as a "special" outing or for the child,s benefit only

(eg. "I come here so he can be with others his age,'). Their

visits often occur in the evenings or weekends, and may be

short (on the way to Gramma's house), or an afternoon in

durati on.

0f special interest in the playground are the frequent

visits by children from a day care centre at westminster and

Ethelbert. The children are accompanied by their ,'sitters"

and usualìy spend an hour or so in the playground, twice

daily, weather permitting. They may have a picnic lunch or

join in games with other children.
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There is a dramatic drop in attendance at the pìayground in

the evenings, and before and after Juìy and August, when the

wading poo'l is not operating. l,later seems to have a specia'l

delight for youngsters and does not require a man-made poo'l

to be responsive and of great fun.

l0c FIGURE IO
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The Lawn bowling green is utilized only by the elderly,

including the Vimy Ridge Park Bowling Club, and groups from

Lion's Manor and CNIB. Although the members of Bowling Cìub

would like to see participation by younger peopìe to rejuv-

enate the decreasing membership, there is little active

interest in the game. Visitors to the Park and residents in

the area perceive lawn bowling as a game for old peopìe.

However, small groups of varying ages sometimes watch the

game with interest over the fence when it is occurring.

Despite the desire to recruit new members to the Club, there

is no active encouragement to participate in terms of

talking to others in the Park or surrounding area, or

posting notices at local stores (a semi-permanent sign is

posted on the Park buiìding but is well above eye level and

not easiìy recognized).
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It is not uncommon for organized activities to occur in the

Park, sponsored by organizations other than the Parks and

Recreation Department. There are two churches adjacent to

the Park which sometimes hold evening services in the area

nearest their church. The First Presbyterian Church on

Canora and Picardy held their annual church picnic in the

Park. Both First Presbyterian and Home Street Christian

Church sometimes hold services 'in the Park, which usually

prompts a gathering of non-congregation people from all

areas of the Park. Residents adjacent to the Park w'ill

often sit on their steps and watch.

12A
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Gordon Bell High School utilize the Park for a variety of

activities, predominantly in the spring and fall. Science

classes may spend tirne catching and observ'ing insects or

identify'ing piants. Physical education classes exercise or

run races in the Park. Classes may have parties or other

unstructured activities in the Park. Judgìng of graduat'ion

decorations on cars and vans occurred on the Canora Street

edge of the Park - an event that attracted not only high

school students, but adjacent residents, and park visitorp

( i ncl udi ng mysel f) .

The Park is therefore not iust a quiet retreat or play area

for children and elderly. There seems to be a very reaì and

strong potentia'l to develop the Park (not necessarily 'in

physica'l terms) into a strong local gathering area for a

broad range of non-sport oriented activities; funct'ions,

special events that will prompt at least spectator partici-

pation not onìy by residents but brown baggers from the

surroundi ng busi nesses as wel I , who are al ready v'i s'i t j ng the

Park in small numbers.

43
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The Park is utilized most frequent'ly from April through

October. The nature of activities changes dramaticalìy over

those months. In the spring and fall, children and teen-

agers roam freely (in the sense that their activities are

not restrjcted by the enforcement of rules). During these

'rfree" periods, games not allowed in the summer such as

football, are often played. In spring, kids will explore

the Park looking for ice to break and invent their own games

wi th the puddì es.

lJinters fjnds daily act'ivities jn the Park limited to resi-

dent c.irculation to and from stores, bus stops and schools.

Residents with dogs will often bring them for a run and to

relieve themselves (not permitted, but also not enforced in

the winter). 0n the warmer days, the playground may be

visited by school age children or parents with their tod-

dlers. Activjties for this group are ìimited to the baby

swings and slide. Few people wil'l stop in the Park, except

for the elderly who may rest on the snow-free steps of the

Park building before proceeding on with their bags of

groceri es.
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It is important to note that resident pressure about 5 years

ago resulted in the allotment of a small area of the Park

for an informal skating area, to be maintained by residents.

Due to unusualìy warm weather conditions, the lack of regu-

ìar maintenance and the lack of a warm-up shelter, the

skating area was under-utilized and eliminated in succeeding

wi nters .

It is rare to observe conflicts between the various groups

vi s i t'i ng the Park . There 'is a wi de vari ety of opt'ions

available for the indiviclual or group to pursue desired

activities. The Park's sjze, pìacement of benches, actual

numbers of people, and variety of spaces permit the visitor

to choose the situation he desíres to meet h'is needs.

"Regulars" usual.ly assoc'iate only with their group of

friends and are willing to sacrifice sonte degree of comfort

to achieve close social contact.
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The only confì icts that seem to exist, that cannot be

resolved in the existing physical setting, are those among

the various age groups in the p'layground. The resolution

of potentiaìly volatile situations is primari'ly through the

enforcement of rules and regulations by the "Park Lady" and

caretakers. This usualìy results in the favouring of eìe-

mentary school children to the exclusion of toddlers (who

are supervised by parents or siblings) and the over ì0 age

group, vúho then go to the pìayground when they can have it
virtually to themseìves.

POLICY ON USE

Interviews indicate that the presence of the Park caretakers

and supervisors is an extremely important factor contrìbuting

to the presence or absence of individuals or groups in the

Park. The degree of maintenance resulting in a "nice place

to be" because it is clean and tidy is one important aspect

of the attendance, especially for the adults and elderly,

although some feel the Park is overmaintained - too much

time and effort is spent manicuring the grounds. Further,

the evident presence of the caretakers g'ives some visitors a

feeling of security; they are relaxed in the knowledge that

"undesireables" will be ejected - undesireable in the sense

of illegal activities and behaviours. The caretaker there-

fore become a friend, not only symbolically, but realistically,

especial'ly for the regulars.

The "Park Lady" fulfills very much the same role for.hildr"r,

and parents. The kids know that "bulIies" wiII not be

allowed and parents know that thejr child's safety will be

maintained.
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There seems to be general agreement that rules and regu-

lations are necessary to control disorderly behaviours that

conflict with the safety and comfort of Park visitors.

However, there is also general agreement that sorne of the

rules and regulations are "ridiculous". "l,lhy are the swings

locked up in the evenings and in the winter? ['lhy can't ure

ride our bikes on the paths - we can't hurt any grass that

way and if we're good, we won't bother anybody? I'lhy can't

we play football - there's lots of room? Why can't we lawn

bowl ?"
l6A
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These sorts of reactions by the recipients of rule enfor-

cement are reinforced by other park visitors; most older

people I spoke with felt there was nothing v'rrong with younger

people participating in active games. They feeì there is a

potential conflict, but none that can't be resolved with a

little co-operation by both parties. Many oìder people feel

that the enjoyment and delight of the young is of prime

importance and that being older, they should be wilìing to

bend in their attitudes.

Related to the question of rules and regulations is the

manner in which they are enforced. A number of people, of

al I ages, expressed very strong and emotional reactions to

this issue.

Contrary to assurances by the Parks and Recreation Depart-

ment that Park caretakers and playground supervìsors are

continually being trained in the enforcement of the civic

bylaw with discretion, it is very clear this is not the case

at Vimy Ridge Park. Respondents to questions voiced opin-

ions like "bully", "very rude", "ill-mannered" and others

not suitable for printing to describe the manner in which

rules are being enforced.

Rule enforcement is the reason why some visitors feel

comfortable, and why other potential visitors are excluded.

The priority of high quality maintenance seems to overshadow

the policy of parks for the leisure time activities of all.
For example, almost without exception, visitors and resi-

dents feel the lawn bowling is an exclusive enclave for

select elderly, when in fact it is open to all. This

perception is perpetuated by a priority on the part of the

caretakers and Parks and Recreation Department to highly

maintain the green for the small groups that do use it.

It is clear that a change in management poìicy and practices

is indicated to assure the responsiveness of the Park to

resident needs, values and desires. This does not neces-

sarily mean an end to the "nice pìace to be", but rather a

shift in priorities.
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SUGGESTED CHANGES

Peopìe interviewed were asked to suggest changes to Vimy

Ridge Park. These suggestions generally reìated to their

perception of problems and their degree of satisfaction with

recreation opportunities in the Park in terms of what they

would like to be able to do.

The adults and elderìy are generally satisfied with the Park

as it is. They like it because it's "clean" and "tidy" -

they have a friendly relationship with the caretakers.

Minor changes like a refreshment stand were suggested, but

no major development such as sports facjlities. They have

no strong objections, however, to the provision of more

activities for other age groups, because the Park is large

enough and conflicts can be avoided. There is a desire,

especially by 'long-time visitors and residents, to see a

return to weekend band concerts once held 'in the Park. Many

adult and elder'ly visitors to the Park are very loneìy

people - they visit the Park to be around others.

Many young adults interviewed sought to participate in

current fitness sports such as tennis and swimming, but

there is not strong indication that Vimy Ridge is the pìace

where this should occur. They are mobile and willing to

travel further to seek the activity.

Children, teenagers, and young adults sìmpìy don't want to

be prohibited from doing things that seem okay in the

Park. They expressed willingness to co-operate with common

sense rationale to limit activities bothering others. More

than once the police have been called to clear up a dispute

between a caretaker and some young people who felt their

activity was bothering no-one, despite the Bylaw.

People desiring sports activities related the physical space

required to full-size facilit'ies. However, it would seem

more appropriate to an area such as Vimy Ridge Park, where

pick-up games of football or soccer are desired, that any

development for sport should be related to multi-purpose

areas that provide the same experience in less than regu-

lation size, in much the same !',ay as street hockey occurs.

The p'layground is another area that might be redeveloped to

better respond to resident needs. Its location seems

appropriate - peop'le not wishing to be near children do not
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have to go far to be psychologically and physicaìly separ-

ate. The pìayground lacks any sense of continuity or

challenge for the various age groups. It corresponds to

playgrounds built 20 years ago - it does not respond to

children's needs as v,re know them today.

Vimy Ridge Park can and should change both in physical and

social aspects. There is a very real potential for in-

creased activities for all ages and various locaì groups,

like churches and schools. The park is not utilized to its

full potential in terms of numbers of people related to

the size of the Park - approximateÌy on-thjrd of the Park

only is utilized on a regular basis; the bowling green is

under-utilized bit "nice to look at"; the flower garden is

pleasant, but in my opin'ion does not require the amount of

space present'ly allocated, to be of equaì visula delight.

Although not mentioned as a priority by many of those

interviewed, year-round use is considered 'important by my-

self for two reasons: residents have, in the recent past,

formal ly expressed a des'ire for winter activities 'in the

Park; the Park building is heated and available.

Related to these potentia'l changes is a policy and enactment

of management practices that enable rather than prohibit

attendance, and experiment with various forms of recreation

that might encourage satisfying leisure activities.
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trn sumrnary then, the following aspects of Vimy Ridge park

require attention:

Retention of a ìarge informal area for adults and
el derly:

- benches should remain moveable.

- tl'" vi.sual presence of fìorat displays nearby
should be retained.

- children should be both seen and heard, but
not have direct physica'l contact with the older
visitors.

- opportunity shouìd be provided for activities
such as theatre or band concerts.

Revision, perhaps expansion, of the playground
area to include a specific toddler activity area
and_more responsive environments for school-age
children.

Development of informal activity areas for teens.

- should occur physically separate from adult
and elderly areas.

Year-round use

- existing structure should be utilized as warm-
up shelter.

5. More appropriate management practices to inteppret,
evaluate, and respond specifically to locaJ resi-
dent needs, recognizing the complèxities of the
various groups.

t.

2.

3.

4.

conceptual proposals are ouilined in the following section.
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Adults and elderly visit the park because of its aesthetic

appeal. This quaìity shouìd be retained and reinforced to

provide a balance with physica'l comfort, psychologicaì

comfort, and increased opportunity for spectator activities.

Aesthetic appeal is based on a very simple and basic land-

scape of lawn and mature deciduous trees. The resulting

quaìities of sun and shade, warm and cool, plus man-made

elements such as moveable benches with backs, lvashrooms, and

drinking fountain contribute to phys'ica1 comfort. A visual

link, but not direct physical link to flower gardens,

childrens' and teens' activity areas, and the presence of a

strong management figure are the bases of an appropriate

level of psychologícal comfort.

Direct access to spectactor activities such as lawn bowling,

band concerts, and theatre productions would further enrich

the recreation experience.

FIGURE I7

ADUUTS & ELDERLY
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A children's play area must, above all else, be safe. Social

safety includes supervision, either formalìy or by residents,

and the provision of activities to encourage participation of

certain age groups only; that is, to minimize potentia'l con-

flicts between toddlers and school-age children, for example.

Physicaì safety includes the relationship of one activity to

another, and the design and maintenance of equ'ipment to

prevent harmful accidents.

The design of a children's play area must satisfy the safety

component, plus provide chal'lenge and flexibiìity for various

ages. The notion of continuity of activities is important

to minimize conflict, yet provide vary'ing degrees of chal-

ìenge that respond to the changing needs of the growing

child.

minim)zt- cnÞtir*
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Teenagers have a strong desire to visit the park, but

the present enforcement of rules and regu'lations discour-

age their participation. In response, teens visit in the

late evening, early spring and late fall when the park

supervisors are absent.

Assuming rule enforcement can be relaxed to perm'it teens

without sacrificing enjoyment of others, activity areas

should be physica'l1y separate from adult, elderly, and

children play areas to minimize potentiaì conflicts.

Teens seek to hang around, play pick-up games of football,

tennis, frisbee and other sports, ride bikes, and show-off.

The space for these games must be qu'ite large, but not

necessarily regulation-size p'layfields. Spaces must also

be flexible and informal with a variety of sizes. ltlaterials

must be durabìe, although there should be a compromìse

with maintenance procedures to allow teen activities to

occur.

55
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Interviews indicated a moderate desire for year-round use

the Park. Uti'lizing the existing service building as a

nucleus for year-round activities would provide the basis

for a broad range of potential act'ivities.

Because of the scale and function of Park, it is inapppo-

priate to develop facilities such as full-size hockey rinks.

Instead emphasis should be on informal areas that encourage

unstructured activities such as free-skating, shinny,

broomball, snowman and ice sculpture building.

Basic to alì winter activity are services such as site

lighting and a heated facility that wouìd encourage par-

ticipation. In addition, siting of various elements to take

ful I advantage of cl ìrnate is essential to a respons'ive

winter recreation area.

of To manage a park the scale and complexity of Vimy Ridge

requìres attention to the local neighbourhood. Vimy Ridge

is not a city-wide park with special visìtes perhaps bi-

weekly. Nor is the Park a tot-lot in a vacant lot with very

particular demands. Vimy Ridge is a neighbourhood park with

diverse range of visitors needs and desires.

It would seem appropriate that park management should be

separate from park maintenance. Concerns such as damage to

plant material should not be a management responsibìlity.

However, ensuring visitors are welcome and fulfi'lìing their

leisure desires should be a management priority. An "envir-

onmental manager" would be responsible for programming

activities; poss'ibìy not onìy attracting visitors to the

Park, but promoting satisfying leisure activities in the

residential areas.

YEAR-ROUND USE MANAGEMENT
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Park Structure Clients Design Elements

FIGURE 20

CONCEPTUAL RELATIONSHIPS
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REDEVELOPMENT PLAN

Redevelopment of Vimy Ridge Park involves two major com-

ponents: the park itself and the people in the park. The

preceding discussion in this chapter outlines performance

criteria for the various suggested changes to the park. The

essence of design is the merging of the various activities

with the characteristics of the site to form an integrated

whol e.

To suggest major overall development is inappropriate. In

many v',ays the park seems to be responsive for those who

visit. The design proposa'l on page 60 therefore suggests

modest redevelopment.

Pedestrian Ci rcul ation

The pathways have been modified to respond to present cir-
culation patterns in the parks. This suggests the removal

of some paths and minor re-routing of others to encourage

and enhance the activity of waìking.

The notion of a singìe major entry js developed at portage

Avenue and Home Street to clearly mark the park for traffic

on Portage Avenue. Relocating the war memorial to a more

internal location strengthens the single entry approach.

Activity Areas

The existing service building is intended as the nucleus of

redevelopment, that is, to continue and strengthen its

present function. Permitting circulation around the entire

perimeter of the building increases its accessibility.

The lawn bowling green is reduced in size to four rinks from

six, because it is presentìy not fully utilized. A direct

physical link to the service building is maintained. View-

ing of lawn bowl'ing games from outside the fence is main-

tained, at a reduced amount. Benches around the green,

inside the enclosure, would encourage more direct spectator

acti vi ty.

Reducing the size of the lawn bowling green allows the

development of a play area for older children only. Locating

the tot-lot in the generaì vicinity of its present location

retains immedìate access to the service buiìding. The two

play areas are linked by the pathway and the expanded water

area.
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Enìarging the water area in its present location is basic-

ally a response to climate. The warmth of summer sun,

protection from winter winds, and immediate access to the

service building are primary factors. The increased water

area permits separation and discourages conflicts between

age groups. Further, winter use cannot be easily accommo-

dated in the present wading pooì shape and size.

The teen activíty area is located immediately adjacent to

the path most used for walking to and from Gordon Bell High

School. The specific development.of this site for teen

activities would be an immediate priority of the',environ-

mentaì manager".

The area allocated to the adults and elderly is consistent

with present use. The only change suggested is the addition

of a "stage" area.

The field games area is the only portion of the park suit-

able for such activity. It is relatively free of trees and

away from primary activity areas of other groups. Being the

activity least like'ly to be bothered by traffic noise, it is

suitab'ly located closest to Portage Avenue.

Planting

Utilizing the present structure of large deciduous trees,

additional planting is suggested to help control pedestrian

traffic, to frame, focus, and enclose views. The addition

of a significant number of evergreen trees and shrubs would

enhance winter use of the park. Accent planting, including

floral displays is suggested in focal areas, particularly in

close proximity to those who appreciate them most - the

adults and elderly.



TOT. LOT SERVICE BUILDING ENTRY PLAZA
a. play structure
b. water play
c. removable bridse
d. sand play

. washrooms

. warm-up shelter

. ref reshments

. equipment'storage

. park sign

accent planting

WAR MEMORIAL
. plaza
. seating
. accent planting

CHILDREN

a. play area
b.court games /

winter "street"

CONCEPTUAL
REDEVELOPMENT PLAN12O feet
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EVALUATION OF THE METHODOLOGY

DATA GATHERING

0bservat i on

Attempts were made to keep the amount of data gathering to

a minimum, whiìe trying to attain a broad spectrum of infor-

mation on which to base design decisions.

Initial casual observation is essential. The resulting

generaì overview begins to focus attention on the issues

that should be further researched. It is usually at this

stage that site visits stop; it is the superficial level of

information attained at this stage that prompted this study

in the first place.

The structured observation was the most revealing of a'll the

data gathering techniques. The rather extensive, but

easily-used coding system permitted a great deal of infor-

mation to be recorded in a very short period of t'ime.

0bservation is very useful and is a logical extension to

site analysis technìques traditionally utilized by landscape

archi tects .

It was considered important to observe on both a weekday and

a weekend to determine if there were any significant

ations. Because no variations were observed, closer

casual observation would have eliminated the need for

full days of structured mapping.

varl -

initial
two

Personal Interviews

The intervieÌ4,s v'rere probably the most difficult, and yet in

some brays the most rewarding aspect of the study.

To interrupt an individual's leisure time is not unlike

invading one's privacy, despite the good intentions of the

study. However, to listen to the memories of the elderly,

or understand the innocence of childhood is an opportunity

all peopìe should have. As a designer, I was reassured and

yet confounded by the intensity and compìexity of human

emoti on.

The interviews yielded the information intended. They pro-

vided an aspect of Vimy Ridge Park not possible through ob-

servation. Casual interviews rather than a rigid approach

permitted a free exchange of ideas. An even more casual

approach may be more appropriate, as the presence of a clip-

board and tape recorder can be very inhibiting.
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Interviewing non-users was of little value. In some in-

stances, ideas expressed by users were reinforced, but

primarily, responses had little relevance to the process of

decision-making for Vimy Ridge Park. Residents vrho did not

visit the park did so for very specific reasons unrelated to

the physical environment of the park. Interviewing people

in their homes, however, would be of definite value in a

more general recreation study.

Sixty-five interviews were conducted. They are time-con-

suming, although interesting. Patterns deveìoped quick'ly

and further interviews sÍmply restated initiat findings.

For this particu'lar case study approximately twenty-five to

thirty interviews would have been sufficient; not less than

five from each of the vjsitor groups: children, teens,

adults, eìderìy, and office workers.

Given thorough organ'ization, tù'to or three peopìe could

probabìy complete the entire data gathering process in less

than a week.

I

DATA ANALYSIS

The data analysis presented in Appendix D was more time con-

suming than the data gathering. Appendix D is simply a for-
mal presentation of the information gathered in interviews

and observations.

The observation worksheets are the basis of the population

counts, population density maps, frequency of observed

activities, and pedestrian desire lines. The remainder of

the information in Appendix D is based on the interviews.

The presentation of this informatjon is important onìy to

document the findings. As I was involved in the data gather-

ing process, the information gathered was aìready an inte-

gral part of my thinking in the overall design process.

Should this study have been conducted by a Parks and Recre-

ation Department, documenting the findings would be impor-

tant in the po'litical process. The information provides a

solid base on which to approach civic officials for alloc-

ation of funds.
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An 'integra'l part of the data ana'lysìs is the site capability

and suitability for various activit'ies. Graphic present-

ation of thìs information was considered redundant. it
involves a mental overlay of aì1 the data gathered and

analyzed - visual, auditory and emotional. A complete image

of Vimy Rìdge Park as it is and how it should change begins

to present itself. Part Three is intended to verbalize this

i mage.

CONCLUSI ON

This study has been concerned wjth the design process. In

partìcular, the emphasis has been on that part of the

process that aids designers in discovering, evaluat'ing and

apply'ing c'lient needs. in this sense, Vimy Ridge Memorial

Park is only an example, a case study.

Techniques to inventory the quantity and qua'l'ity of recre-

atjon'in Vimy Ridge Park were borrowed from the field of

behavioral scìence. They were intentionaììy chosen to be

"quick and dirty". They were expected, however, to provide

a stronger base for design decis'ions than the usual 'intu'i-

tive approach. In this respect, the case study was very

successful in providing useful information. Had this data

not been available, many inappropriate design decisions

could have been made. For example, casual observations

indicated that the lawn bowl'ing green was rarely used, and

should probab'ly be eiiminated. Further research indicated,

in detail, the frequency and quality of the activity. Thjs

led to the conclusion that jess space 'is more appropriate.

Execution of the survey yielded impressions of the Park not

possible by a typically brief s'ite visit. These impressions

u

ll
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however did not vary significantly from the preconceptions

at the beginning of the study. Designer intuition would

therefore seem to have validity; however, more detailed

survey information obtained in a semi-controlled manner can

be useful to support intuition.

The landscape architect is a synthesizer. He must gather

and analyze relevant information about nature and man, and

develop priorities and performance criteria for interre-

lating the various elements. The purpose of interviewing

visitors to Vimy Ridge Memorial Pa.rk was based on the notion

that the respondents would provide insight that could be

responded to in a design sense. However, there seems to be

general inability of most people to verbalize what they want

and need. The designer must therefore develop a specific

proposal based on reinforced intuition. Reactions to this

proposal would most likely necessitate revisions, and fur-

ther development of alternatives until the most appropriate

solution is proposed.

It is at the preìiminary proposal that this study concludes.

The design is based on what seems to be appropriate infor-

mdtion. The obvious next step in the design process is to
i

I

./
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test the ideas in the public forum.

The design process is therefore cyclical and on-going.

Information is gathered, priorites are developed, and com-

ponent parts are manipulated to form an integrated, func-

tional design. The 'landscape architect must utirize any and

all tools at his disposal to aid him in making responsive

design decisions. The decisions must be re-examined and

further developed, so that development proposals may be

revised based on up-dated information.

The role of the designer is not to create works of art in
isolation. Rather, he must create environment more respon-

sive to participant needs and desires. The objective is to
elicit emotional responses from those who utilize the

spaces - to encourage continued participation and a sense of

deìight in being there.

"Richness of experience, not tidy perfection, is the
aim of the whoìe thing."
Katherine ü.lhitehornl

I Ludy Allen of Hurtwood, Planning for Play (London: Thames
and Hudson, l968), p. 23.
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APPENDIX A - OPEN SPACE STANDARDS AS A PLANNING D DESIGN TOOL

The following is a transcript of a term paper written by Robert

t.l. Crosby in April .l975 for a course of Special Topics in Landscape

Architecture offered by the Department of Landscape Architecture at
the Unjversity of l4anitoba. The contents of the paper are included

here to anaìyze the theoretical basis of open space standards as a

tool responsive to resident needs. A number of issues are raised that
are not dealt with in the body of thìs study, but which wjll hope-

fully nlotivate further thought and research by readers.

I NTRODUCT I ON

My reason for examining open space standards'is essentiaì'ly subjective.
Based on the premìse that pìanning and design should respond to user
requìrements, I suspect that standards do not meet the recreation
needs of the users. The suspicion is based on my past experiences
that reveal, for example, children pìaying in street areas rather
than in the p'laygrounds allocated for such use. Since standards
are the only method by which these lands are allocated, it follows
that they must be studied.

Existing statutory open space standards are in essence the same as
those developed initialìy'in the .l920's. 

A natural startinq point
in their study would therefore be the begìnning of land allocation
to public recreation. Public recreation has always been a part of
the human experience, but it has only been a conscious reforrì move-
ment since .l890. 

The pressures resuìting from such a movement forced
pìanners, jncluding landscape architects, to devise an approach to
the allotment of sufficient urban space such that the professed needs
for public recreation wouìd be sat'isfied. The concept that emerged
was the open space standard.
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The standards did therefore not develop accidentally. They were the
result, or rather the response, to a situation. The bases of the
response or the methods of formulatjon of the standards are there-
fore'important to understand, as well as the situation in which
they developed.

Open space standards in general tend to ensure an adequate quantity
of open space, but do not regulate appropriateness, accessibiìity,
or quality of the areas based on the programming of activities that
do or could take pìace. For example, a neighbourhood park may
accommodate basic pre-schooì and school -age chi ldren's play, but
iqnore the potential for the park as an outdoor social centre for
a wider spectrum of age groups.

Because the concept and fac'ilities of urban recreation areas are
based on open space standards, they must be evaluated and analyzed
in terms of their effectiveness in meeting recreation needs.
Effectiveness can be measured in two interrelated ways. First,
in terms of the nature of the standards as a response to needs, and
second, the methods by which the standards are appìied in essence,
the'ir role as a tool to guide p'lanners and designers.

The objective of this paper then, is to determjne the val'idity and
effectiveness of open space standards as a planning and design tool.
I will approach this objective by placing standards in an historical
context, outl'ining the nature of present standards in terms of
thejr policies, objectives, methodologies, and application, and
analyzing and evaluating their bases and appìication.

For the sake of brevity and cìarity, I shall attempt to limit my

discussion to uv'ban/residential - related open space standards.

A
RDSOPEN SPACE STANDA
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

My concern is essentially the development of standards that appl_v
to Canadi an urban areas . Accepti ng l,li nni peg standards as typi caì ,
ny research revealed that their origin is the American National
Recreation Association (N.R.A.) standards. Gans is basicalìy my
onìy source for this aspect of the paper. I wil'l therefore limit
my discussion to development of pìayground standards "the conclu-
sions of whiçh are app'licable to standards developed for other
facilities".l

To use a popular cliche, we must understand where we came from to
understand where we are now. This phrase, over-used as it is, is
appìicable to open space standards simply by virtue of the fact
that present-day standards find their origin, in fact their very
substance in those that were originally proposed and accepted.

The movement of public recreation which began in about ì890 pro-
vided the impetus for provision of públic open space. The move-
ment was born in the heyday of the socjal survey, which was used
to show what the authors felt to be undesireable conditions in
the community, and to elicit pubìic support of their reform
through the moral judgements made in their report. The resulting
public pressures were exerted on the politicians, who then, as notv,
transferred respons i bi I i ty to the pl anners who naturaì ]y requi red
information tohelp them make decisions concernjng the amount and
location of public open space. The recreation survey provided this
informat'ion. An examp'le is found in the work of Henry curtis, thefirst survey-maker in recreation. In order to study acquisition
of sites for public recreation, he divided the community into areas
of half-mjle radii to permit location decis'ions.
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By '19ì0, ideas of what facilities should be provided, their
approximate sizes and service radii had been deveìoped. Responses
to a questionnaire sent to recreation officials in l9l4 revealed
that concepts of adequacy were being considered and that the
bases of contemporary standards were aìready in existence.2

The idea of standardizing concepts of adequacy began in the 1920's.
Stimulated by the boom in park and pìayground construction, and
by requests from planners, a Committee on Problems in City P'lan-
ning reported to the ì923 Recreation Congress wjth a deveìoped set
of standards for the play lot, neighbourhood pìayground, district
pìayground, and communjtq wide recreation park. For each level
of facilities, there wertj standards of minimal size, location
and size of service area, and acreage related to population. Play
lot and neighbourhood playground acreages were based on numbers
of peop'le. The neighbourhood playground standard for example
called for a minimum size of 4 acres, with a service radius of 1/2
mile, and 200 square feet of p'lay area per chiìd aged 6 - 14.

The most significant advances in standards formglation took place
in the l920is. The Reqional Surve.v of New York3 ¡iubì ished iil lgZg
and 1929, developed a set of standards for active recreation needs-
children's playgrounds, athletic fields and playfields, neighbour-
hood or local parks, and bathing facilities. The princìpal authors
based ,theiri standards on partial field observations, PerCy's plan

2I 
bìd .: , p. 4so.

3Lee F. Hanmer, "Public
and its Environs (New

Recreation", Regional Survey of New York
York, 1928), V;

lHerbert J. Gans, Recreation Planning for Leisure Behav'iour: A Goal-
0riented Approach
Pennsy'lvania, .l957), p. 448.

Cl arence Arthur Perry, "Nei qhborhood and Communi ty Pl anni ng. " ,
Regional Survey of New York and its Environs (New York,1929),
VII.
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for a neighbourhood unit, and quite a bit of number jugg'ling. For
example, they concluded that children's activities required 100
square feet per child; given adequate leadership, the pìayground
could attract one-fourth of the neighbourhood children at any
g'iven time - therefore 25 square feet per child aged 5-15, wjthin
a radius of 1/4 nile should be provided. Further, they estimated
approximately that one acre of open space per .l,000 persons is
needed for active recreation; when doubled to one acre per 300-500
persons all the park and recreation requirements should be satis-
fi ed. l

Since the authors lvere dealing with a regional plan, they recognized
the necessity of providing a standard that could be appìied to
undeveloped areas - thìs they concluded should be based on percen-
tage of open space to gross area - 10% of the gross acreage. "But
this l0% will only be adequate where the expectant population is not
likely to exceed a density that wiì1 reduce the open space below one
acre to 300 - 500 persons. "2

Paralìeì'ing the work of Perry and Hanmer, and initially responding
to jt, Butler, under the auspices of the N.R.A., deveìoped, in'1934,
what he felt were higher standards, which are essentially the basis
of thosein use today. Butler, like Perry and Hanmer,was thinking
of a schoo'l/neighbourhood playground combination with an average
enrollment of 600 students per schoo'|. By determining the space
required by play equipment and play fields, Butler decjded on the
figure of 3.5 acres for the starldard pìayground, and 5 acres if
baseball was to be played. This standard approximated 250 square
feet per chjld, which was later translated into a figure that could
be applied to the total population - one acre per .l,000 persons for
a neighbourhood playground. The latter figure was a response to the

I Hun*.., Publ i c Recreat'ion ( I 928 )

increasing emphasis on the pìayground as a facility for all age
groups.

The l9+0's brought about a change in the N.R.A. standards. Use
by more children and the recognition of the playground
as a neighbourhood recreation area, was ref'lected in the various
figures, based on neighbourhood popuìation rather than the numbers
of children:3

Nei qhbourhood Popul ation
2000

3000

4000

6000

0verall Standard: I acre/800 people

Playground Acreage

3.25

4.00

5.00

6.00

The post-war boom of both babies and municipaì expenditures saw
attempts to revise the standards - essentiaìly a reduction to meet
the big city conditions of higher density popu'lations. The pre-
cise nature of these revisions are not significant to this dis-
cussion - it is important on'ly to note that attempts were made and
indeed are still being made, to adjust the standards. The essence
of present standards had been established.

Analysis of 0riginal Standards

In order to clarify the bases on which the initÍal standards were
developed, I feel it is important to outline the assumption that
went into their formulation.

3National Recreation Association,
Conmunity Recreat'ion (.l940).

'rÞto. , o. 129 - 130.

Schedule for the Appraisal of



Both the New York Regional Plan and the N.R.A. (Butter's) standards
were developed for school pìaygrounds, therefore ensuring usage for
at least part of the day. Hanmer in his research found that only
about 1/7 of the children of an area used a neighbourhood playground
at any one tÍme. This figure was boosted to 1/4 simply because "the
childrçn are assembled five days in each week for their school
work".l This assumed that "all playgrounds can and should be open
all the time and be well administered to compete suçcessfuìly with
the city streets, teeming with life and adventure".Z The idea of
çlettinq children off the streets b,as assumed to be a wise maneouver.
The fact that the occurrence of children's play on the street was
recognized is significant, but even more'important is the fact thatjt was disregarded to potential development.

Butler and the N.R.A. also recognized that the number of children in
the pìayground would be considerabìy less than the total schocl
enrollment, but his standards nonetheless reflect the total figure.
Ernphasis of the calculation was not based on observations of the users
as had been the case with Hanmer, but rather, emphasis was on facility
and equipment needs required for 600 children. This assumed that the
present equipment was adequate to satisfy the play needs, and that
the maximum use would automaticalìy fol'low.

lHunr.., Public Recreation, p. 121.

2r¡io.
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The demographic assumption that !',as recognized by both Hanmer and
Butler is also important to understand. Both standards were based
on Perry's description of a "neighbourhood unit" or normal neigh-
bourhood that centred around an elementary school for 600 children.
This assumed single family suburban housing urhich was felt to be
the type of environment in which famiìies sought to raise their
children. The standard of one acre per 1,000 persons was based
on the area required for children's play and then converted to
apply to the populus, because census data was more readily avail-
able for this more qeneral population. The figure, by using the
irrational conversion, buries the assumption regarding the numbers
of children 'in a given normal neighbourhood population. It would
seem that basing a standard on an ideal would present difficulties
in application to a non-ideal area.

Although Gans limited his historical analysis to playgrounds, I
feeì that this limitation is of critical relevance to understanding
standards origin. Children's play bras the onìy function that was
directly observable using the earìy undeveloped methods of analysis,
and as such yielded results that were at least partially empirical.
The siqnificance of these results is realized when understand'ing
that it was on this basis that city-wide standards were developed.
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THE NATURE OF PRESTNT OPEN SPACE STANDARDS

The N.R.A. was, and is, careful to indicate that the standards
should be used as guides rather than absolutes. "HovnJever, as
the standards were applied without revision by N.R.A. Surveyors,
and accepted by local recreation and planning agencies, the
authority of the original formulation increased, thus, of
course encouraging other communities to accept them without
revi sion. "l '

Given the historical origin and the fact that the formulated
standards are genera'l'ly accepted as authority throughout North
America, it is of some importance to briefly descrjbe the
present scope of N.R.A. standards2 in order to analyze their
impl ications on the des'ign process.

Purposes

The Association descrjbes the usefulness of open space standards
for guiding the planning and deveìopment of a unified and balanced
system of recreation lands and facilities:

l. Development of a comprehensive plan of park and recreation
areas and a systematic approach to land acquisition.

3. Justification to political bodies for the acquisition and
Aatefopma;T of park and recreation land and facilities,
and to determine priorities.

4. l,leasure aga'inst which the effectiveness of the park and
recreation system can be evaluated.

Objectives: 
'

The Association further outl ines a number of basic po'l'icies that
are intended as objectives for their work as standards formulators.
In essence these reflect their philosophies regarding recreation
planning:

l. Opportunities to all.

2. Enabling ìegislation to ensure adequate park and recreation
land in new subdivisions, clusterzoning and pìanned unit
development, p'lus ecologically significant areas to be
preserved

3. Resource evaluation of natural and reclaimed area. If
space is limited, muìtiple use may be considered.

Planning ahead for advance acquisition.

Demand pro{ections.

Levels of responsibility to preventdup'l ication of faciìities.

Proper distribution of resources and facilities.

Fl exi bi I i ty i n desi gn to ref 'lect chang'ing patterns of
recreation needs in a given service area.

2. Determination of what and how many recreation facilities are
needed to best serve the peopìe and
prov i ded .

where they should be

lGunr, Recreation Planning, p.455
ZNational Park Recreation and Park Assocjatjon,
qnd Open Spacq Standards, edited by Robert D.

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.National Park Recreation
Buechner, Senjor Assocjate



9. Elim'ination of architectural barriers that prevent easy
access (eg. wheelchairs).

10. Quality of the land - i.e. suitable for recreation purposes.

I 'l . Ci ti zen i nvol vement.

12. Relationships w'ith other public and private bodies responsibìe
for planning, administration and/or operation of recreation
services.

13. School /Park coordination.

14. Loss of park and recreation land - protected in perpetuity
against encroachment and non-recreation purposes.

15. Special urban needs of people with substandard social and
economic environmentà1 conditions.

Methodol ogy:

Three basic methods of determining open space needs are outlined. It
is not necessary to note detaiìs and figures of each approach.. Their
importance lies rather in the results as mirrors of the objectives.

I . Population Ratio - (typical'ly l0 acres/l ,000 population).

7I

2. Percentage of Area - (typical'ly 10% of the totaì city area).

3. User Characteristics or Demand Projections -
A third method of determininq space.needs is to approach the
problem from the demand or participation rate aspect. tlith this
information known, the space required to meet faðiìity needs
is then rrrojected.

This kind of approach is the most reìevant to peopìe and their
needs, and will ultirnately be the most accurate and flexible
methodology of the future. During the past several years
numerous attempts have been made to suppìement or replace
the traditional standards through the mathematical modeìing
process. Briefly, these models provide a means for weigh-
ing and employing the many variables that have a direct
or indirect effect on recreation demand - which in turn
create space requirements.

However, to date, these models have been highly theoretical
hnd have not been sensitive to the recreation needs that
must be provided at the neighbourhood or sub-neighbourhood
level. They have shown signs of providing more realistic
estimates of needs at the regiona'l and state level.



Recommended Standards :

By Cl âsSiflcatíon ; and' PÖpùlatlon' Råtþ

Ac res/ Si ze Popul ati on
Served

Servi ce
AreaCl as s i fi cati on

Pl ayì ots

Vest Pocket Parks

Neighbourhood parks

District Parks

Large Urban Parks

Regional Parks

Special Areas &

Facilities

I 000 Peopl e

N/A

N/A

2.5

2.5

5..0

20.0

N/A

Ra

2,500 sq. ft.
to I acre

2,500 sq. ft.
to I acre

Min. 5 acres
up to 20 acres

20 - 100 acres

I 00 + acres

250 + acres

Includes parkways,
downtown mal I s, and
app'l i cabl e.

500 - 2,500

500 - 2,500

2,000 - 10,000

10,000 - 50,000

One for ea. 50,000

Serves entire popu-
lation in smaller
communi tì es ; shoul d
be distributed
throughout larger
metro areas

Sub-nei ghbourhood

Sub-nei ghbourhood

'l/4 - 1/2 mile

1/2 - 3 miles

t{ithin 1/2 hr.
driving time

l^lithin I hr.
driving time

beaches, plazas, historical sites, flood plains,
small parks, tree lawns, etc. No standard is

By Percentage of Area

The National Recreation and Park Association
25% of new towns, planned unit deve'lopments,
to park and recreation lands and open space.

recommends that a minimum of
and large subdivisions be deVoted
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suggested space standards for various units within the park. The
minimum size is five acres.

Facility or Unit

Area in Acres

Park Adjoining Separate
School Park

The folìowing standards are recommended for
faciìities:

individual recreation

Faci I ity (outdoor)
Standard/

ì 000 peopì e Comment

Pìay apparatus area -
preschool

Play apparatus area -
older children

Paved multi-purpose courts
Recreation center bui ì di ng

Sports fields
Senior citizens' area

Quiet areas & outdoor classroom
Open or "free play" area

Famiìy picnic area

Off-street parking

Sub-total

Landscaping (buffer & speciaì
Undesignated space (10%)

Tota I

.25

.25

.50
*

."

.50

I .00

.50

I .00
*

4.00

areas) 2.50

.65

7. I 5 acres

.25

.25

.50

.25

5.00

.50

I .00

.50

1 .00

2. 30**

Basebal I Diamonds

Softball Diamonds (and/or
youth dìamonds)

Tennis Courts

Basketbal I Courts

Swimming Poo'ls - 25 yard
Swimming Pooìs - 50 meters

Skating Rinks (artificial )

Néighbourhood Centers

Community Centers

Outdoor Theaters
( non-commercial )

Shooti ng Ranges

ì per 6,000

I per 3,000

'l per 2 ,000

ì per 500

ì per 10,000
I per 20,000

I per 30,000

1 per .l0,000

ì per 25,000
'l per 20,000

I per 50,000

Regulation 90 ft.

(Best in þattery of 4)

Based on 15 sq. ft. of
water for 3% of pop.

Complete complex jncl.
h i gh power , srnä I I -bore ,
trap and skeet, field
archery, etc.

1-l .55

3. 00

I .45
.l6.00 

acres

Golf Courses (.l8 hoìe) I per 25,000

*Prov i ded
**Based on

eì ementary
cars @ 400

school
sq. ft. per car.

by
25

Note: Most of the above mentioned facilities are desirable in small
communities, even though their popu'lation may actualìy be less
than the standard. Every effort shourd be made to ìight aìlfacilities for night use, thus extending their utilitt.



Application of Standards

"To be effective in an-v situation standards should satisfy certain
cri teri a:

l. They must reflect the needs of the people in the specific
area being served

The.y must be reasonably or substantial]y
adequate alternatives devised.

attainable; or

They must be acceptable and
po'li cy maker.-
They must be based on sound
avai lable information.

5. They must stancl the test of time".l

Accenting, for noul, the validity and presumed effectiveness of open
space standards, it is appropriate to discuss how the.y are interpreted
and used by planners.

The standards have been set urr as quides r,,rhich aid the nlanner in
cletermining the kinds of facilities to be provided, their number,
size, and location urithin the neiqhbourhood, district, or reç¡ion.
The.y are nroposed tartlets of adecluacV - goals which rvhen achieved
provide the communit.y with a minimum of facilities to satisfy the
recreation needs as outlined by recreation officials.

lIbid, p. B
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Standarcls are intended to be modified to nleet local conditin¡5.
Butler recognized thís neecl in l94B: "standards it should be
kept in mind, can never be applied comp'letel_y or urithout modifica-
tion, because a typical or ideal situation is never found in a city.
They need to be adjusted in the liqht of conditions, needs and
resources of each individual locality. Standards are designed to
indicate a norm or a point of departure; as such they Afford a
basis for the intelliqent development of local plans,'.2

The question then becomes whether or not standards are app'lied
in their proposed manner. Standards are a planninçl tool which
is both clear and símple and therefore easiìy applicable.
Planners most often accept standards at face value with little
or no modification and apply them in their schemes.

The reason for this nrisuse is probabl.y polítical - "their frequent
use is probabìy a bargaining point... as they (Planners) compete
rvi th other muni ci pal agencies for the communi ty's resources" .3
Rased on this idea, the use of standards as a ç¡uide to providing
recreation opportunities to rneet the needs of all people becomes
ver.y questionable.

2.

3.

4.

usable to the practitioner and

principles, and the best

2Gunr, Recreation Planning,

tlÞjg, o. 44'

p. 440
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ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF,STANDARDS

To specuìate on the effectiveness of open space standards in
meeting recreation needs, it is necessary to anaìyze the standards
in terms of the bases of their origination and the nature of their
objecti ves.

Standards were originalìy formulated on the basis of a socjal reform
movement and responded to the pressures from ùhat movement. The im-
portance of this lies in the answer to the question - what was the
nature of the recreation movement? social reformists are often, by
nature, idealists concerned with satisfying what they feeì are
societies needs and desires. In the cevelopment of open space stan-
dards, the pressure and influence came from the instigators of the
movement, supported by the pubìic who, I suspect, gave theìr support
freeìy because of the gìaring inadequacies with respect to recreationland. The point to be made is that the standards are probabìy based
on what certain influential people feìt should be the goa'ls or ideaìs,
rather than on r,vhat was actually required. In essence, the inputs came
from the people concerned with suppìying the resource rather ihan from
those using it. It would follow then that the standards which were
developed are merely "quantified statements of an_ideal recreation
system as envisaged by the recreation officìals.,,l

There js no doubt that open space should be provided - it is how one
arrives at the amount, ìocation and nature of the spaces that issignificant. chjldren, for exampìe, lvere observed at pìay and an
estjmated figure of the space each chiìd require was arrived at. Itis important to re-emphas'ize that children were the only qroup that
were observed. Space requirements for other age groups were developed,
not a firm basis of observation, but by a series of number games,
gross assunptions, and informal approximations based on the
calculation for children.

I Ibid, p. 5r r
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Observation is important, but it should be alì encompassinç¡, that is,not only how much space but also what happens in that spacà. Tr,¡o
things probably prevented such information from becoming reìevant
in the 1920's. Firstly the observers lvere not rooking for the
nature of recreation, but onìy at the amount of space that it
occupied. Secondìy, methodoìogies at the time probably were not
adequate to yield sufficient relevant information. The probìem
of translatinq such informatjon into spat'ia'l and physicai terms is
a design dilemna even today. I suspect that behavioural considera-
tions h,ere non-existent at that tjme - at least it would appear so.

Once one knows how much space, the question becomes where to put it.
l4ost location standards for neighborhood playground range from
1/4 to 1/2 mile from all residences, and ôftãñ add that no one
should cross heavy traffic streets enroute. This again would appear
to be based on an ideal. Not all situations allow this objective
to be met, thereby often rendering the standard ineffective andrigid. Further the locat'ion based on a walking, riding, or
driving distance assumes that people are indeed willing to dothjs. Lady HurtwoodZ points out that the mobility of each age
qroup varies and that social centers and other common grounds should
be an important consideration in pìanninc. she points out that a
child's radius of action is short, so the playground must be near
thejr homes. she fails to say how short or how near. This further
iustifies my point that more detailed behavioral observations are
required to produce this information.

Given that the amount of space and location are determined, what
facilities should be incorporated? The orjgina'l standards were
often based on the area required for what was thought to be ade-
quate equipment. It was assumed by Butler that use would auto-
matical'ly fol l ow: l4any vacant p'laygrounds are v¡i tness to
i nappropriate deci sion-mak'i ng.

Zludn Allen of Hurtwood, Planninq for play (London: Thames
Hudson, l968).

and



The developed standards were based on a normal neighbourhood unit as
outlined by Perry. In essence this is an ideal witf¡ nuilt-in judgements
concerning the desireability of the low density resìdential aròa.
Applying the standards to an area that does not coincide with these
desired densities, such as a high density urban core area invar.iably
resul ts in confl ict.
Attempts were made to measure the effectiveness of open space in pro-
viding adequate recreation space for the peop'le. Thä N.n.n. in .l940

suggested a rating schedule by which municipal officials coud scoretheir facilities against an ideaì based on the standards. It is verysignificant to note that the category of,'participation and use" whe-n
weighted for relative importance came in last: "whereas 'participation
and use' is perhaps more important than the other six items as
indicating the volume and appreciation of the city'srrecreation service,
nevertheless the lack of accurate statistical Ínfôrmation as to par-ticipation and^use in most cities makes it inadvisable to scorã this'item heaviìy.rrs Even today the standard.s are intended as measures of
adequacy

3Nat 
i onal Recreation Association, Schedule (1940), p. 2
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Present standards essentialìy ref'lect that which has gone before.Policies' objectives, and methodologies are more cleaily articula-
ted statements of the ideals that went into the formulaiion of the
standards. l'lhen appì ied wi thout question, the al l ocation of thefacilities reveal the inadequacies and incompìeteness of the stan-dards. This most often was expressed in the over_use or under_use ofthe facilities.

The question is how the facilities are inadequate - is it theirlocation, size, equipment, environment. . ? N. R.A. standards are
intended as quides by which recreation areas can be plannned, and
existing areas can be measured for their adequacy. îwo probiemsarise. Firstly, regardìess of intention, standaids are usuaììy
accepted as authority. As such, the goals of the supolier,
not the user that are expressed. Suppìier goals certàinly'should
have an input, but sure'ly the measurement of the effectiväness must
be related to user's behaviour and goa'ls. This implies, detailed
anaìysis of a particular situation - usualì.y too expensive for
most pìanner and designers. It is much simþler to äpplv the-stan-
dards verbatjm. Nevertheìess, the research should bä'cãrried out
i{ *g as professional suppìiers of peopìe facilities are to provide
"fi t" envi ronments.

secondly, standards as guides are only applicable to the planning
process. If the objective is to provide appropriate facilities ior
peopìe, then standards must be expanded in scope to include the
design and impìementation phases. The problem then becomes the
nature of the information that should be provjded. 0nce again I
propose that the data should be user oriented.
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USER ORIENTED INFORMATION

"l,lhy are so many of the new p'laygrounds stagnant? And why
are so many eipens'ive mistakes made over and over again? One
reason ma.y be that there is no central body whose iob ít is
to collect experience and research throughout the world,
di gest i t pnd make i t readi'ìy avai I able to archi tects and
pì anners. " I

Accepting the need for more user oriented information, it is not the
jntention of this section to outline procedures for gathering such
informat'ion. Rather, emphasis js on the nature of such data and its
role in the pìanning and design process.

Given the adequate behavioral science information is available, there
is the need to translate this information into a form that is useful
for designers. Within the scope of this paper, then, the value of
this information lies in its usefulness as guidelines, not absolutes
to be accepted without modifications for particular situations. This
impìies that the guidelines should be more localized in nature, not
national or continental. Recreatjon needs and desires vary from
country to country, within countries, provinces and even cities
because of varying cultural, soc'ial, economic and climatic conditions.
Guidl ines shouìd express these differences.

Using locaì neighbourhood recreation as an exampìe, data must be gathered
that attempts to understand the nature of children's play, both pre-
school and school age, and adolescent, adu'lt and eìderìy recreation.
Since these are alì processes wíthin the human living experience, the
relationships among the various groups must be outlined. Presentìy
there is a great amount of informatjon available that has been compiìed
by many enlightened peopìe such as Dattner, Holme and Massie, Hurtwood,
Friedberg and o.thers. The bulk of this data is on childs'play. It is not
important to speculate on the reasons for this - the poìnt is that more
data is required on all age groups.

0nce the data has been gathered, it would be necçssary to put'it
in a form useful to designers. Ritter, as Perin¿ points out, has
attempted to graphically illustrate some recreation needs based
on ana'lysi s.

The value of such a devise is two-fold. First it gives planners
and designers base information required to achieve appropriate
form. Second'ly, it does not imply rigidity of design, but
incorporates an element of flexibiìity that enables designers to
creati,v6ly express themsel ves.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Existing open space standards are built on a foundation of supplier
oriented ideals. The results are therefore not a conclusion of expìi-cit research concerned with meeting the needs of the users. Given
this inadequacy the need for a revision of standards exists, to
respond to not onìy the suppliers goaìs, but to the goa]s of the user
as well.

Further, based on the objectives to provide adequate facilities forall people by enabling'legislation to acquire the lands, the stan-
dards revolve around the ideal single use. Because land is a
resource that demands good management practices, particuìarìy with
present-day pressures, the concept of multipìe-use should be adopted.
Simply because land is allocated to recreation does not imply that
other lses are not compatible. Surely other facilities such as local
conrmercial can be 'incorporated that would enrich, functionaììy and
physically, the ì iv'ing envjronment.

In order to achieve these broad objectives thereby increasing the
validity of open space standards, a profound change in priorities
must take pìace. The change should necessarily be interdiscip'linary
and cooperative, so as to merge a'l'l groups intent on achieving more
sati sfactory I iving environments.

The emphasis on this paper js on the use of open space standards as a
planning and design tool. Because of the misuse of the standards by
planners, and the lack of jnformation for designers, the viability islimited. The value of standards as guidelines is the issue of greatest
significance. The consideration of factors relevant to local situa-
tions must be emphasized, so that standards can reflect specific needs,
both supplier and user orjented. Developed gu'idelines then should in-
clude an element of flexibility that would eñable rational and creative
form expression.

7B

Perhaps the problem lies in the name 'standards'. It implies
structure and authority, a qualìty that is certainly desireable,
but maybe not at such a gross scale. Adoption of the term
'guidelines' connotates aid, and a means to an end.

The pìanning and design processes are the current methods of achie-
ving desired results. The uee of guidelines as an integral
component of these processes is probably very valuable. lt is
the scope and nature of the guidelines that will inevitably be
the basis for evaluation as a planning and desiqn tool.

Guidelines must therefore be renewed to confjrm their validity
and viability as a method of achieving more satisfactory environments.
Thjs jnvolves not only re-orient'ing priorities and bases of
formulation, but ensuring an element of flexibility that responds
to changing recreation needs.

I suspect similarities and corresponding problems exist ìn ail
allocation and design methodologies that are based on standards.
Attempts to revise the basis on which decisions are bei¡g made,
as witnessed in the Desiqn Guide for Residential Areas.l
Sjmilar efforts shou revise
guidelines and attempt to ensure their appropriate use as a
planning and design tool.

lCounty Council
(tiptee, Essex

of Essex, A Design Guide for Residential Areas
Great Britain: Anchor Press Ltd., December, 1973).
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B. BUDGET

The following is a statement of income

for the year ended December 3'l, 1974.

only to indicate, genera'lly, where the
and how it is allocated.

and expenditut es

It is intended

money comes from

I ncome

Funda Provided by Appropriations,
Bylaws and Capitaì Reserve

Lawn Bowl i ng Fees

Tennis Fees

Speed Skating 0val - Rental

Indoor Rinks
rental and fees less Hockey Leaques
share of gate receipts ($3,74S.20)

Learn-to-Programs
Skate, Lapidary, Gym, Golf, Tennis

Rentals (sport facilities)
Swimming Pools

Brookside Cemetery

$5 ,I 30 ,023 .79

I ,1 02. 50

3 ,632 . 80

600.00

50,046. 25

4,885. 50

1 ,722.06
241 ,178. 63

I 39,5l 2.21

ï5 ,572,703 .7 4

$244 ,659 . B0

608,462.46

353,360. 30

121,314.38

243,901 .34

717 ,467.58
7 ,918 . 19

578 ,434 . 05

28,801.00
152,197 .69
l86,87l . I 5
285 ,1 48 .92
31 5,093. 1 2
876,385. 2l

25,707 .62

$l,57.|,698.28

$3,I 74 ,024 .52

26,922.15

800.058.78

Expend i tures

Parks Administration
Parks 0peration and Maintenance

Boulevard Maintenance

Tree Planting and Pruning

Brookside Cemetery

Recreati on :

Admi ni strati on
Junior þlinter Gantes
Community Centres
North lnlinnipeg Community
Action Centre

Athletic Grounds
Indoor Skating Rinks
0utdoor Skating Rinks
Summer Pìaygrounds
Indoor Swimming Pooìs
0utdoor Swimming Pools

Christmas Decorations

Capitaì Construction
boulevard construction, community centres,
poo'ls , parks , arenas , rangi ng f rom $10.21
to $14ì,646.0.l.

$5,572 ,703.7 4
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Per Capita Cost to the Taxpayers

Parks Administration and
Operation Less Revenue
($l,l02.50)

Boulevard Maintenance

Tree Planting and Pruning

Brookside Cementry
Less Revenue ($.l39,51 2.21)

Recreati on
Less Revenue ($60,886.6.l )

Swimming Pooìs
Less Revenue ($241,178.63)

Add Back Revenues:
Parks
Recreati on
Brookside Cemetery
Swimming Pools

Based on Population of 259,786.

914.20 ?.54

$ lo.so$4, go¡ ,042. 86

442 679.95 1.70

$4,745 ,722 .81 $ I g. ZO

Expendi tures

$ gsz ,019.76
353,360. 30

I 2t ,314.38

I 04,389. I 3

2,211,045 . 0g

Per Capita
Cost

3.27

I .36

.46

.4.|

8.52

C. POLICY STATEMENT

The fol'lowing is a transcript of a policy statement ìn
respect to recreation as adopted by City Council on June 30,
I 969.

Your Committee submits the following report of its Sub-
Committee appointed to establish a policy in respect to recre-
ation, dated May 1Zth, J969, with a reconynendation for its
approval and adoption, namely:

"Your sub-committee appointed to establish a policy in respect
to recreation has held frequent meetings and in order that the
duties imposed on it by the Council of the City of Winnipeg,
submits the following for approvaì and adoption:

'þlhereas a program of parks and recreation should be provided
for all citizens - children, youth and adults;
And Hhereas the program of parks and recreation should be
pìanned to meet the interests and needs of individuals,
families, and groups;

And Whereas community planning for leisure requires co-operative
action of pubìic and voluntary agencies including civic, patriotic,
religious, social and other groups which have park and recreation
interests and resources;

And Whereas schools should serve, as adequately as possible,
the education-recreation needs of pupils and be pìanned so that
they will be efficient centres for community use;

And Whereas a fundamental and continuing obligation of alì
responsible agencies is to develop a public awareness of the
social significance of recreation by interpreting its needs,
services and opportunities ;

And Whereas a parks and recreation pìan for the community
should result in the fullest use of all resources and be inte-
grated with long-range planning for a1ì other community services;
And Whereas parks and recreation facilities, public and
private, should be planned on a neighbourhood, district and
regional basis to provide the maximum oppor"tunities and services
for all age groups;
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I And Whereas local pìanning boards, park and recreation
committees and boards of education should co-operate in
long-range planning for the acquisition of land, its
development and use for park and recreation facilities;
Now Therefore the Committee on Parks and Recreation of
the Council of the City of l.linnipeg does hereby adopt
the following as a statement of policy in order to assist
and enhance the provision of parks and recreation to
better serve the populace of the City of t^linnipeg.

Objectives and Goals

(l ) To provide staff to plan and direct park and recreation
programs of City wide interest and participation and to
provide liaison with organizations and/or others who
sponsor programs of recreation.

(2) To provide, based on need, staff to be known as 'Com-
munity Program Co-ordinators' to plan and direct, in
consultation with Community organizations, parks and
recreation program, appropriate to a given area.

(3) To provide such technical and advisory services as may
be available within the Committees' resources, to
include information on available program and facilj-
ties.

(6)

B4

To provide, where feasible, adequate land and faciìities
in all areas of the City of Winnipeg, based on need, to
enhance the quaìity of the environment and for leisure
time activities for the present and future residents.

To assure that the parks, recreation and open space ele-
ments are an integral part of land use planning and to
establish and maintain standards of planning as to design,
acquisition, development, maintenance and operational
services consistent with park and recreation needs.

To establish methods of financing the acquisition,
development, maintenance and operation of Park and
Recreation Areas.

ir, To encourage citizens, service, social and other groups
and organizations both public and private, to participate
in the pìanning, acquisition, development, maintenance,
operation and financing of City administered park and
recreation lands, facilities and programs.

(8) To co-ordinate the use of publicly owned land and buildings
to assure their maximum use in meeting the park and recre-
ation needs of the citizens of tüinnipeg."

(4)

(5)
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D. OPEN SPACE STANDARDS

The following are extracts from the "Metropolitan
tlinnipeg Parks System and Standards Study" prepared in 'l969

by Prob'lems Research Ltd. of Saskatoon for the Metropoìitan
Corporation. Although the standards recommended by the

study have not been adopted by City Counciì, the standards

are used as general planning guidelines by the Inner City
Parks and Recreation Department. It is appropriate, there-
fore, to include these as basis for understanding the De-

partment, and for comparison to present recreation facil-
ities in the study area.

Standards

4.1 Standards serve both as means of appraising pre-
sent conditions and as goals for parks and recreation plan-
ning boards. Each municipal sub-area tends to be unique
because of the peculiar interactions of four variables: (a)
the differeing phi'losophies of parks and recreation planning,
(b) economic resources, (c) topography, and (d) popula-
tion characteristics. Because of the uniqueness of each
urban region, standards should be internally derived. 0n an
international basis, cljmate is a fifth factor.
4.2 Standards developed in either the United States or
the United Knigdom, have limited application in Metropolitan
l,Jinnipeg. Greater l.linnipeg's standards should be directly
related to the needs, demonstrated interests and capacities
of that Metropoìitan centre.
4.3 The standards which are listed below were developed
for the Metropol itan area in the fol lowing v\,ay: Each site
was classified according to use and its total usage was
estimated by measuring usage at random times. Radii of
usage, that is, the distance from which the preponderance
of users of a given site will travel where calculated using
the origin of each user interviewed for each type of site.
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The population serviced by each type of site was calculated
according to the procedures and considerations discussed morefully in the Technical Appendix. The standards for the lletro-
politan tr,linnipeg region were determined from these data. These
ernpirically developed standards are shown in the Technical
Appendi x.

4,4 In spite of the fact that the approach taken was to use
the neighbourhood as the smallest unit for planning of open-space
and the standards suggest the same per capita alloðation'of sþacefor all neighbourhoods, it is important to realize that standärds
which can be developed for the average neighbourhood must be alteredto suit the individual differences which characterize each loca'lity.
Age of neighbourhood, topography, type of living unit, socio-
economic characterisitics and the extent to which the area is
broken up b.y barriers make a neighbourhood unique. This would
indictate that standards be changed according do the adequate
leveì of park and park-like spaces accessible to all. This con-
sideration of the uniqueness of each locality also holds for each
of the large planning units: community, municipality, metropolitan
area and region. Each unit's standards must complement each'other
unit, the whole framework thereby resulting in good provision of
parks and recreation open-space for the total population.
4.5 lnlithin a usage of one-half mile which covers five
hundred and three.acres at a population density of twenty-two
persons per acre (the average population density of Metropo'litan
l,linnipeg) the amount of land required for public open-space would
Þ" .jghty-eight acres. Assuming the distribution ôt agä groups
in the plpulation to be the average for Metroporitan winnipeg.
This would call for three elementary schools at six hundred 

-

students per schooì, one junior high school and one-harf of a
senior high schooì each at eight hundred students per school,
four tot-lots, thre_e neighbourhood playgrounds, three quiet
parks and acreage for other uses including experimentation.
The precise allocation of space for an averagä neighbourhood
of five hundred and three acres at an average population density
of twenty-two persons per acre is shown on the'fôllowing page.

4.6 Specialty sites would fal l under 'Ailocation for Other
uses Including Experimentation' in Table 2. Although in some
cases such sites may Sêrve related activities they áre generally
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intended to serve a single activity. Lawn bowling greens,
tennis courts, indoor rinks and swimming pools are a few
examples. For these types of sites, approximately eight (B)
acres of space is recommended either separate or in connection
with appropriate other public open-space. 0f the remaining
six (6) acres, between four (4) or five (5) acres would
be required as tree nursery grounds, etc., leaving one (l)
or two (2) acres for experimentation.

Table 2

4.8 From the above explanation of open-space dedication,
the adequacy of the standard can be seen, partìcularìy if there
is multi-use of the open-space dedicated to the schools. To

4.7 Since the average population within a usage radius
of one-half mile is equivalent to 1.l,000 persons, it is recom-

ulation be con-

sta
of population density variations within Í'letropolìtan
Wi nni peg .

this end schooì sites wherever sible, should be located
e centre

tuated on arterial streets.
By an agreement for joint use of open-space, the school acreage
as suggested above could be reduced, but, being adjacent to
other open-space, might still in total usable area welì exceed
that which would normally be set aside for a unifunction site.
4.9 Wherevqr pogsible, the public reserves should be com-
þi¡ed into

cket
for preschool' children. Multi-

function sites, because of the variety of services, attact more
usuage. By the fact of usage--more usage is created. That is,
peop'le attract people particular'ly when they are enjoying them-
selves. llultifunction sites by their very nature tend to attract
several members of a given family thus, overcoming, to some
extent, the problem of transportation. The larger areas would
be suitable for uses as playfields, parks and similar permitted

by, they generally cannot service people by direct on-the-site
usage. Should a boulevard, bay or other traffic screening
device be so constructed to permit easy access and usage, then
and only.then, shouìd it be classified as pubìic open-space.
Lanes and streets should not be considered as part of public
open-space.

4. l0
as the flo

Assiniboine

ALLOCATION OF OPEN-SPACE FOR

IN I4ETROPOLITAN
AVERAGE NEIGHBOURHOOD

l.lINN I PEG

Three Elementary Schools
One Junior High Schoo'l
0ne-half Senior High Schooì

Sub-total
Four Tot-lots
Three Neighbourhood

Pl aygrounds
Three Quiet Parks
One Community Centre

Sub-total

Acres
Per Site

6
l6
26

.05

Total Acres Per
Type of Site

l8
16
l3
47 acres

2

acres

l4 acres

88 acres

3
2

l0

9
6

l0n
Allocation for 0ther Uses Including
Experimentati on

GRAND TOTAL

to note
be put is

be ac

recreat
in the

as

uses. It is further suqqested that o ce primarily useci
as a means of screeninq traffic, such as er zones
traffic interc ridqe approaches a evards

considered as oark-

mended that B acres per thousand (1,000
an adequate and reas

The banks of the Red and
uro lnsolar as

and preserved as public
citizens. It is important
E-r^,FI¡F the acreage will

that the
implicit

ona I use
standard.
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4.lt 0f equaì importance to the acreage al,lowance is
the location of park-'like sites. Areas of open-space for
parks and recreation should be where the þeopìe are. There
are three primary factors affecting location: population,
density and availability of land and transportation. All
three must be considered in location of park-like sites.
Since population density and age groups and housing patterns
vary from sub-area to sub-area in Metropoìitan l,linnipeg, the
park-like sites should be located on the basis of population
needs rather than merely geography.

4.12 Areas of higher population density need not be
served by more numerous sites. The tendency should be
toward large integrated and better equipped sites. In
high-rise areas, which are not only areas of high density,
but which are characterized by a different age composition
to other areas, specia'l provision should be made. The
need for open-space and facilities is almost always greatest
(calcualted on the basis of population) in these areas where
the cost per acre of land is extremely high. If such costs
are prohibitive, availability of quick, economical trans-
portation must be considered in the location of park-like
sites. In the absence of adequate neighbourhood sites,
residents must use those park-like areas that can be
readily reached by public transportation.
4..l3 At the other extreme, servicing of low-density areas
is a serious problem since the use-radius of the site re-
mains the same. The cost of service may therefore be up
to four times as high on a per capita basis. However, low-
density areas tend to serve in part as their own open-space
and consequently, special provision to service the present
population is not as pressing. It is, however, important
to reserve land for the future when density will increase.
4.14 For the older, more fu'l1y developed neighbourhoods
in Metropolitan Winnipeg, it will mean the acquisition of
appropriate open-space where their standards are below
those recommended. This may be accomplished through urban
renewal, acquisition of older, no ìonger needed schools
and their grounds and by outright purchase of properties.

4.15 Barriers to usage include traffic arteries, railway
tracks, rivers and industrial developments or in fact, any
phsycial feature which prevents the use of a faci'lity to itsfull potential. Two examples will show how these barriers
operate. The first example is Fraser's Grove Park. Because
it is situated on the river, its effective usage radius forall age groups of the population is about three-fifths of the
total. It, therefore, serves three-fifths of the people and a
second site is needed situated across the river to serve the
remaining two-fifths of the use radius.
4.16 Even though rivers and floodways act as a barrier in
terms of accessibility to a given site the obvious attjactiveness
of both active and passive waters recommends, as we have, the
acquisition of ríver banks, etc., âS park lands.
4.17 The second example is of a section of downtown Winnipeg.
Because of several traffic routes cut the area into several
relatively isolated segments, several small tot-Jots are needed.
In an area with no such barriers to usage, ä single site would
suffice. Barriers such as traffic arteries are of particular
concern in p'lanning facilities for the very young children and
the aged.

4.lB In Metropolitan llinnipeg, there are basically seven
types of neighbourhood areas that require different planning
for parks and recreation areas.

4..l9 These areas are not totally homegenous in terms of pop-
ulation and age groups. They are, rather, logical planning
areas and related fairly closely to the cJassical urban area
concepts of central business districts, surrounding ring, access
and period of construction, all of which influence development
and redeveìopment of these areas.

4.20 These planning areas should not be considered defini-
tional, but functional (as an aid) to thinking and planning about
the grosser characteristics of the area. Boundaries of such
areas can be defined by housing, georgraphical and demographical
characteristics with the primary emphasis given to defining
reasonable areas for planning thought. Each of these types of
neighbourhood have differing needs and therefore, requires
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particular p]anning of pubìic open-space to meet its require-ments. The typical age composition of each of these sevenmajor.lvles of olanning areas is given in ü," table below.
From this table, it becomes obvioús that adjusiments inthe generaì standards must be made to suit ihu ug. composi-tion of specific neighbourhoods.

Table 3

TYPES OF RESIDENTIAL AREAS AND
COMPOSITION OF POPULATION

Area I - older, high income, rgsìdential, decreasing
number of children, higher assessment.

Area 2 - variety resì{ential, young to old families,relatively high income, fairly large numberof young children.
Area 3 - high-rise_(newer apartment area) pìus some

commerctat (few young chiìdren).
Area 4 - better housing and nerver smail apartments.

*Area 5 - mixed aparment and private dweilings, oìder,
subdivided older buíldings

6 - newer, high income, young families.
7 - c.B.D. and areas highry infruenced by commercial

development and attendant traffic präbì.rr.

* Relates to Study Area

central Business District and commercial districtsor developments.

*4'30 Area five needs cover the range of sites and facilitiesfof g.lì age grgupl: They are heavy users oi all typei ðf-
neighbourhood facilites where no bárriers to their"lrãgã existed.Unfortunately in this type of area, traffic routes oftãn formbarriers to usage of a number of sites for the very young andolder people groups which comprise about two-fifth-s äf tñepopu'latíon.

*4.31 Needs for quiet parks and passive activities for olderpeople are also apparent in area five.
*4-32 Land il tlis tvpg_of area is generaily at a premium
and popuìation density is usually above the average of twelrty-two persons per acre.
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( conti nued )
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The following is a copy of the typicaì legaì document
between the city of lnlinnipeg and a community centre, as
adopted by C i ty Counc i 'l , Augus t 24, ì 970.

recreational areas
local citizens
Centres " ;

89(c) The Centre shall not erect any nev{ buildings orstructures whatsoever, nor shall it enter into any nego_tiations or contracts of any nature which might imposð
any legal obligation on the-city, without haiing first had
and obtained the express consent of the city in that be-
hal f.
(d) The centre shalJ not erect nor permit the erectionof any billboard or advertising deviôe whatsoever in or
about the centre grounds or the buildings located therein
unless in accordance with such permissiõn in that behalf as
may have been first granted by the General Superintendent.
Provided that the buildingf rocated on the cehtre grounds
shaìl be Ídentified with the name of the centre anã tne citv
inscribed on a appropriate signboard
(e) The centre shall not permit the use of any building orother faci'lities located on the centre grounds-to any
other group or organization not sponsoring programs ìn
keeping with the."purpose" as agreed to t¡eräin"by the city
and the centre without havÍng first had the approvaì inwriting of the General Superintendent and subjäct in uny
event to section 12, and section 2g of Bylaw igooz of t"he
Ci ty.
(f) The centre shall submit an annual report to the city,s
General superintendent immediate'ly after lhe centre,s
annual_meeting in each year, such report to include:(l ) an audited fiñaciaì statement for the fiscalyear then concluded.(2) an account of the recreation programme con-

ducted by the Centre during the iame year.
(g) The centre will not permit the sponsorship of any ofits sports teams by any professiona'l sports organization.

th) The operation of the Cenre shall compìy with all by_
laws of the City. fsee F. Byìaw ]90621.
(j ) -Changes in hours of work or personnel provided bythe city may be considered on written requeit from the
President of the Centre.
(i) The city and the centre shall consider the foìlowingactivities and/or other, as well as the major sports,
such as hockey, basebaì I , fastbal I , I acrosse, fbotbai I ,

I^IHEREAS the City has established certain
which are commonly operated by groups of
forming organizations known as ùConununity

AND IIHEREAS the community centre (Hereinafter called ,'The
centre") is one such orgânization which operatãs the city,s
recreational area hereinafter referred to as "the centre
grounds";

AND WHEREAS the city and the centre agree as to,'purpose',,to make available opportunities, and [o encourage'pebpleof all ages, to engage, during their leisure time,'for
enjoyment and personaì development, in whoìesome and satis-fying recreational and community activities, through theprovision of leadership, programmed and' facilities]
NOI,J THEREFORE THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSTH as follows:

The city hereby grants leave and licence to the centreto operate a recreational program at the centre grounds
for and during the pleasure of City Counciì.
THE COMMUNITY CENTRE COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT

(a) All such buildings and equipment as may now, or
hereafter, be ìocated, erected' or placed on the centre
grounds, and as may be entered on an inventory of the
Centre and/or City, shall be deemed to be and remain
the property of the City; and this notwithstanding any
manner in which the said buildings and/or equipment
may have been established or acquired.
(b) The centre shall not make any alteration, modific-ation, or addition, whatsoever, in or to any óf tfre
aforesaid buildings or equipment without navingfirst had and obtained the consent in writing óf the
General Superintendent of parks and Recreatiõn for the
City.

2.



etc., in developing a programme of recreation:
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{k) The operation of the centre will be conducted by an
Executive Group duly elected annuarìy to 0ffice in aðcor-
dance with a properly established Memorandum of Association
or constitution of the centre and a copy of such Memorandum
of Association or constitution to be fited with the General
Superi ntendent.

3. THE CITY SHALL WITHIru THE LIMITS OF SUCH FUNDS AS MAY
BE APPROPIATED FOR SUCH PURPOSES IN EACH YEAR.

(a) Be responsible for heat, light, water, polver.

{b) Be responsible for general repairs to buildings,
heating systems, sports and pìayground facilities, exclu-
ding those constructed by a centre as addition to basicfacility provided by the City unless the City agrees to
accept responsibility at the time permission- is granted to
the centre to construct such addition or any time there-
after.
(c) Be responsible for grounds improvements and mainten-
ance.

(d) Provide a full time community Recreation co-ordinator
to organize in co-operation with a centre's Executive and/or
other organizations, a balanced recreation programme for all
ages to meet the needs of a community centre district.
(e) Provide to a Centre, at cost, mimeographing services
for the Centre's bulletins, notices, etc.
(r) P'ouil"rlH'ilï;.ill"il'l¿,,ffi,'ÍiJt::;;." 

buiìdinss
and contents

- Employer Liability Poìicy covering caretakers
and occasional help hired by a community centre

- Public Liability - general, including named as
insured the officers, executíves, members and/or
volunteer workers of the community centre.

(g) Provide leadership training.
(h) Provide assistance in the setting up of a bookkeeping
system on the request of a Centre.
(i) The General Superintendent or his appointee will
meet with the executive of a Centre to revier¡, maintenance
and improvement requirements for the subsequent year.

Pre-School Chi ldren
Age Leveì 6 to 12 years

Handcraft
Story Hour
Hobby Cl ubs
Boxi ng
!,lrestl i ng
Woodwork i ng
Basketbal ì ) lead-up
Voììeyball ) games

Teenagers and Young Adults
Basketbal l
Vol I eybal 1

Badmi nton
Handbal I
Table Tennis
Gymnasti cs
Boxi ng
Disc Jockey C'lubs
Arts and Crafts
Orchestra Cl ubs
Movie Shows

Adul ts
Badmi nton
Vo'l I eybaì I
Table Tennis
Bridge and Whist
Choral Groups
Square Dancing
Social Dance Groups
Club Meetings

Table Games
Model Aircraft Clubs
Pet Clubs
Jr. Symphony l4eeti ngs
Nature Cl ubs
Cubs and Brownies
Dance Classes

lrlrestl i ng
Square Dancing
Modern and Tap Dancing
Hobby Shows
Music
Sewi ng
Communjty Singing
Dramati cs
First Aid Clubs
Public Speaking Groups
Scout and Guide Groups

Arts and Crafts
Sewing Clubs
Hobby Clubs
Publ ic Speaking
Debating Clubs
Chess and Checkers
Recitals
Dramati cs
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4.

(i) To maintain a roster to make availab'le instructorsfor speciaì activity programmes and discuss with the
Centre total programming in a centre district and
methods of financing.

THE CENTRE SHALL, I^IITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF ITS RESOURCES
AND ITS VOLUNTEERS

(a) Provide and conduct a recreation programme to
meet the needs of a centre district, such-programme to
be considered in consultation with the Directõr of
Recreation and/or appointed staff.
(Ul Provide janitoriaì service and related supplies
for maintenance of Centre buitding inc'luding audi-
toriums, comtnon rooms, dressing rooms, hallways,
washrooms and offices.
(c) Provide furnishings.

l¿l Provide special facilties such as hockey players
boxes (not including hockey pen and lighting),'spôrts
equipment storage cupboards, etc.

Be responsible for setting up inside facility o
programme . ''
Be responsible for supplying supervision for

Centre's buiìding and programme.

Provide the General Superintendent, prior to
30th day of September in each year, with a list

recommended improvements for consideration.

The boundaries of the area to be served by the centreshall be within the sole discretion of thä City, and
may be altered from time to time. changes in boundarieswill be considered_9nly after hearing rõpresentation
from the centres affected and after joint consultation
with the said Centres.

The City to arrange for the use of public schools for
recreation programming and the use ôf the indoor and
outdoor sports facilities. The sponsoring organization
to provide necessary supervision.

Planning of the Centre's recreation facilities to be
carried out in consu'ltation with the Executive of the
Centre

The Cìty, during the tenure of this Agreement, shall
have no right to requisition for its use equípment and/or
other inventory as may have been purchased'by a Centre
without first having had the approval of the Executive
of the Centre.

This agreement is subject to such further arrangements
for the better of the carrying out of the purpoie herein
as shall from time to time be reviewed and reduced to
writing and terminaùes at the end of the fiscaì year
of the City, however, notwithstanding, this agreement
shall remain in force until a new agreement hãs been
executed. A new agreement for the following year shall
be entered into within 30 days of the end of the pre-
vious fiscal year.

5.

6.

7.

B.

(e)
for
(f )
the
(g)
the
of



F. BYLAT^I 
.l9062

A City of t^linnipeg Bylaw relating to the operations
and control of the system of parks, including boulevards,
and facilities for recreation under the control of the city.

THE MUNICIPAL C0UNCIL of the City of Winnipeg, in
Council assembled, enacts as foìlows:
INTERPRETATION

l. Whenever used in this bylaw, except where the context
otherwise requires:
(a) "committee" means the Committee of parks and
Recreation of the City;
(b) "boulevard" means that portion of the street or
highway which has been sodded, seeded or otherwise
improved, but shall not include metalled or graded
portion of a highway or street;
(c) the term "motor vehicle" as used in this by1aw,
includes automobiìes, motor cyc'les and every vehicle
propelìed by its own power;

(d) "roadtvay"r "driveway", oF "parkway",
way 'laid out or set apart and improved by
gravelling, paving or other means for the
of vehicular traffic;
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3. The hours for closing parks shall be those the city shall
from time to time determine by resolution, and perions
found therein during the hours which the city declares
any park closed shall be deemed trespassers.

HINDRANCE TO TRAFFIC

4. No person shall place or deposit in any park, boulevard
or parkway, ônV building material whatever without a
permit therefor, or any articles or things which would
obstruct or hinder traffic thereon or cause damage there-
to, or prove offensive or detrimental to the proper man-
agement of such places, without a permit.

OFFENSIVE MATTER IN RECEPTACLES

5. No person shall throw or deposit any dead animal, offensive
matter, waste paper, fruit skins, or substances of any
kind, into or upon any park, or into any lake, stream,
pool or pond, within or upon the limits of any park or
upon any boulevard, except in a receptacle provided for
waste.

BIRDS AND ANIMALS

6. No person shall tease, annoy, disturb or interfere with
any bird, animal or: fish in any park or parkway.

7. (l) No dog shall be allowed to stray into any park.
(2) The officer in charge shall use every di'ligence to
prevent the di sturbi ng, uJorry'ing, or maimi ng, of any
bird or anima'|, within any park, and may expel therè-
from or impound any dog found at large in a park.

B. I'lo person shall strike, injure, maim or kill any birds,
nor discharge any fireworks, firearms, or airguns, with-
in any park or use sìings, catapults or other v,Jeapons
in a park, boulevard or parkway.

LOADING VESSELS, BOATS

9. No person shall tie up, land, load or unload, any steamer,
sail boat, or vessel of any kind, on any park or parkway
under the control of the City, other than at the place or
places provided therefor, without permission from the
parks superintendent or person in charge of such property.

intendent of the City.
CLOSING OF PARKS, ETC.

2. No person, not an employee of
Department of the City, shall
in any park, except during the
the City for such purposes, or
midnight and sunrise.

means any
gradi ng,
purpose

the Parks and Recreation
enter, be, or remain
hours designated by
in any event between

(e) "park" or "parks" means alI the parks, squares,
and public places and includes boulevards and park-
ways under the control of the City;
(f) "parks superintendent" means the parks super-
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DAI4AGE TO TREES, SHRUBS, AND PLANTS

10. No person shall cut, break, or in any way injure or
deface, the trees, shrubs, plants, turf or any of the
bui ldings, structures, fences, signs, seats, benches,
or ornaments of any kind, or in any way foul or pollute
any fountain, 1ake, stream, pooì, pond, we'll or spring,
within any park, boulevard or parkway.

DEFACING NOTICES

11. No person shall injure, deface or destroy, ôhV notices,
rules or regulations, for the government of any park,
parkway, or boulevard, which are posted or affixed by
order or permission of the City, within such place.

NO BUSINESS OF ANY KIND

12. (l) No person shall use any park, parkway or boulevard
for business purposes, and no business of any kind
shall be carried on except such as may from time to
time be sanctioned by the City.
(2) Picnics may be held in such parts of the parks, as
shall be designated for that purpose, subject to such
regulations as may be made by ttre City, but no refreh-
ments of any kind shall be permitted to be sold or
offered for sale in connection therewith.

PARKING OF VEHICLES

13. All vehicles shal'l be parked at the places in the park
designated for such purposes by the City and not else-
where.

GAMES OR RECREATION

14. (1) No person shall play at any game whatsoever in any
of the parks, provided, however, that ball, cricket,
ìawn tennis, croquet and other games of recreation may
be played upon such portions of the parks as may be
designated therefor from time to time by the City,
under such rules and regu'lations as it may prescribe.

(2) The fees and regulations for the pìaying of the
games above mentioned, and the charges for other
services rendered by the City, shall be as set out in
Schedule rtArr to this bylaw, as ameneded from time to
tíme by the City.

PLAYING ON BOULEVARDS PROHIBITED

15. No person shaJl walk, run, cross, or pìay any game on
any bou'levard, parkway or grass plot, on any street or
park in the City of Winnipeg and under the control of
the City, in a manner likely to cause injury thereto,
except such portion or portions of any such property as
may be approved by the City for those purposes from time
to time.

INJURY TO BOULEVARDS
.16. 

No person shall throw or deposit upon any park, or
boulevard, âhy glass, wire or other substances or
refuse liable to injure any implement or instrument
used by the City in the preservation of such boulevard
or park, nor throw or depos'it any substance which may
be caìculated to injure any boulevard or park.

MOTOR BEHICLES, BICYCLES PROHIBITIED

17. (l) No person shall ride or drive any motor vehicles
or bicycle, or vehicle of any kind, or animals of any
description, nor allow any animal to stray or run at
large upon any boulevard or park in the City of Winnipeg
and under the control of the City; except upon roadways
provided therefor; provided, however, the City may desig-
nate any portion of any park or parkway as a "Bicycle
Path" and whenever such path is designated it shall be
kept for and used exclusively by persons riding bicycìes
and other vehicles, and no person shall take or drive
any animal on said path nor go in any vehicle drawn by
any animal thereon, nor use said path to walk upon.
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(2) No person who is not the holder of a valid and
subsisting driver's license and no person who has been
issued an instruction permit only under The Highway
Traffic Act shall drive any motor vehicle in any park
under the control of the City, nor shall any motor
vehicle be driven in a park for purposes of driving
instructions to any person.

FLOWERS NOT TO BE PICKED

18. No person not an empìoyee of the Parks and Recreation
Department of the C'ity shall pluck any flolvers, whether
wild or cultivated, nor in any way injure any tree,
shrub, flower or grass, on any boulevard, street or
park under the control of the City; nor carry within or
out of any park or parkway any wild flolver, tree,
shrub, plant, nor any newly plucked branch or portÍon
thereof.

PLANTING OF TREES

19. (1) No person shall plant any tree, sapìing, shrub or
plant on any boulevard or park under the control of
the City without permission of the parks superintendent
be first had and obtained.
(2) Any such tree, shrub , sap'l i ng, or pì ant before
being pìanted shall be approved by the parks super-
intendent and the work of p'lanting shaìl be done to
his satisfaction.

20. No shade or ornamental tree, or shrubbery, growing
in a street, alìey or pubìic grounds of the City
shall be destroyed or removed except by leave in
writing first obtained from the parks superin-
tendent.

21. No person shall remove, destroy, cut, deface, trim
or in any way injure or interfere with any tree or
shrub in any of the streets or public grounds,
parks or parkways, except as expressly authorized
to do so by the parks superintendent.

MOVING BUILDINGS ON STRETTS

22. No person, whether licensed or otherwise, shall
move any building aìong any street in such a way
as to interfere with or injure any tree or shrub

in any street, aììey, or public ground, including parks
and parkways in the City without a permit obtained as pro-
vided in Section 20. Any damage arising therefrom shall
be paid for by the person obtaining the permit.

REMOVAL OF CHATTELS ON BOULEVARDS

23. If found necessary by any person, or persons, to cross
any part of a boulevard or parkway, under the control of
the City, for the purpose of delivery or removal of furni-
ture, household goods, or other like chattels; boards, of
sufficient width and length shall be placed in front of the
dweìling house or building to, or from, which such furni-
ture, household goods, or other like chattels, shall be
taken or removed, so that injury shall not ensue to the
part of the boulevard used in the course of such delivery
or removal, and all paper, shavings, or'like packing
material, which may be placed, or fall, upon such public
places in the delivery or removal of such furniture,
household goods, or other like chattels, shall be entirely
removed from off such boulevard or parkway, and the boule-
vard or parkway shall be left in good condition as the
same was before the commencement of such de'livery or
removal; and in no case shalì any of such furniture,
household goods, or other like chattels, be placed upon
any such boulevard or parkway unless the same be protected
as above provided.

BANDS, PARADES, OR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

?4. No person, without the consent of the parks superin-
tendent or the Committee, shall play upon any musical
instrument; nor shall any band, or procession, be
permitted to march, drill or perform any evolutions,
movements or ceremonies, nor hold gatherings or meetings
within the parks, nor do or perform any act tending to
the congregating of persons therein or thereon.

CLIMBING FENCES AND CROSSING LAWNS

25. No person shall climb or walk upon any wall or fence
of any of the parks, nor go upon, cross or travel
either on foot or otherwise upon any grass or lawn
where signs are posted forbidding entry thereon.
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ADVERTISING MATTER

26. No person shall distribute advertising matter of any
kind, within the parks or upon the boulevards, withl
out permission of the City.

27. No person shall post, paste, paint, affix, or placard,
any bill, notice or sign, upon any structure or thing
on or within any park or parkway.

DISORDERLY CONDUCT FORBIDDEN

28. No person shall be quilty of disorderly conduct, or
make, aid, countenance, or assist in mát<ing disorderly
noise or breach of the peace, within the limits of
any of the parks, boulevards, streets or driveways
under the control of the City.

PUBLIC GATHERINGS

29. No personal shall use the parks under the control of
the City, for the purpose of public picnics, poìiticaì,
reìigious or. other like gatherings, unless the per-
mission of the committee or the parks superintendent
be first had and obtained.

CARETAKERS AND CONSTABLES

32. The caretakers of the respective parks
are speciaì polìce constables, and as
authorized and required to enforce all

VEHICLES IN PARKS

33. No motor vehicle, bicycle, handcart or other vehicleshall be permitted within the parks, except upon the
driveways or roadways; provided, hovlever,' inväl ids,
chairs and children's carriages may be ailowed on the
footpaths to such an extent and in such manner as shall
not interfere with the use of such waìks by pedestrians.

34. Bicycles, tricycles, motorcycles, handcarts and like
machines, shall proceed no more than two abreast and
shall observe the ordinary rules of the road.

35. No motor vehicles, or other vehicles, horse, or other
animal, shal'l be permitted on the foot paths of any
park, boulevard or parkway; not shall any vehicle, horse
or other animal of burden go, or be taken upon, any
part of such park or parkway, except upon the drives or
roadways thereof.

36. No motor vehicle shall be run or operated in any park
or parkway, at a rate of speed faster than fiftêeir (ts¡
miles per hour.

37. . Except as provided in Section 36 thereof, part V of
The Highway Traffic Act shall apply mutatis mutandis
to the operations of motor vehicles in all parks or
parkways.

SOL I CITING

38. No vehicle or animal shall be permitted to stand upon
the driveways or roadways of any park or parkway, to
the obstruction or inconvenience of travei theréin;
nor shal'l any person solicit passengers within or
upon any park or parkway, except at stands specially
designated by the City.

RATE OF SPEED FOR EQUESTRIAN TRAVEL

39. No person shall ride or drive any animal upon any part
or portion of any park at a rate of speed èxceeOin!
five (S) mtles an hour.

DOGS

30. No dogs shall be allowed in any
the same be secured by chain or
guard.

ME RCHAND I SE

of the parks unless
other sufficient

3l No person shall sell any article of food, drink,
merchandise or other goods, in any of the parks
unless permission of the City be first had and
obtai ned.

and cemeteries
much, are
of the by-

ìaws, rules and regulations of the City.
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GENERAL TRAFFIC

40. No motor vehicle, cart, dray, wagon, truck or other
vehicle, carrying advertisements, goods, merchandise,
bui!ding materials, manure, dir"t, õr otñer artic.les,
shal'l be allowed to enter or travel upon any drivewáyin a park nor upon any parkway, excepling such portiäns
thereof as may be designated by the bity-tor heävytraffic purposes.

ANIMALS AT LARGE

41. No cattle, horses, mules, swine, sheep, goats, or fow1,shall be turned into or be alìowed to'ruñ at iarge inor upon any park or parkway; and the tying or seðuring
by means of a rope or otherwise of such añimal for
grazing purposes, or suffering any such animal tograze, whether attended by watchers or not, shall be
deemed running a! large within the meaning of this
section; nor shalJ uny dog or other animai be permitted
tg go into any lake or water of any park and ahy dogwithin any park not being led by its'owner or atten_
dant, shall be deemed to be running at ìarge; and may
be expelìed-by any park poìiceman ðr other-párk em_ 

"
ployee, or impounded.

THROI,JING STONES

42. No person shall throw a stone, or other missìle,
within any park or parkway.

FIREARMS OR FIRES

43. No unauthorized person shall
(a) carry firearms nor
(b) make a fire or throw or place upon the ground
a¡V ìighted match, cigar or other burning suõstance,
within any park;
(c) fire or discharge any cannon
description; or fire, expìode or

tions of fireworks given by or under the direction ofthe City.
BIRDS' NESTS TO BE PROTECTED

44. No person rl,ll.! rob, injure or destory any birds, nestwithin the limits of any park, boulevãrd är parkway nor
aim or discharge.aly.airgun, s.l!ngshot or otirer 

""ápònat any bird or birds' nest within any park, boulevard
or parkway nor in any manner capture or kill any birdtherein, or attempt to do so.

BATHING PROHIBITED

45. No person shall bathe in or enter the waters of any
park or parkway, except at the bath houses; nor riãe,drive or send any animal into the water of any park
or parkway.

BOATING

46. No boat, car or other vehicle, running for hire to and
from any_park shaì1 be permitted, urìless duly licensed;
and shall be subject to the rules and reguìations which
are now, or may hereinafter be established; and no boat
carrying passengers for hire shall land at any dock ex-
cept as desígnated, nor shall any vessel be fãstened ortied to any wharf or dock excepting for the purpose of
the receiving and discharging of pãssengers.

47. Boatmen shall pass to the right when meeting a boat, andto the left when overtaking a boat.
48. Persons using boats shall not be permitted to haul

thern upon the banks, but shall enter and leave them
on'ly at the boathouse or designated landing.

49. Persons usíng boats shall not disturb any water fowl,
or act in a noisy disorder'ly manner or race in the
waters of or adjacent to a park, and they shall beliable for any !'Janton or careless damage to any boat.

50. The.capaclty oI any boat operating from a park shall
be determined by the ticense and it shall be his duty,
as well as that of the officers of the City in case
any boat is overloaded, to cause the excesi number to
disembark.

or fi rearm of any
set off any squib,

cracker or other thing containing powder, o-r other
combustible or exp'losíve materiai,'within the I imitsof any park, boulevard or parkway; excepting exhibi_
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5.l. No intoxicated persons shall be permitted to enter any
building or use any boat, or land or remain upon or
within a park.

52. No persons shall keep for rent or hire any saiìboat,
rowboat, or other p'leasure boat, upon waters within
or adjacent to any park unless permitted by the City;
and the fact that any boat is so rented or hired shall
be conclusive evidence that it v',as so kept, but
this prohibition shall not apply to the licensees of
the City.

53. No person shall keep or suffer to remain for a
longer period than one hour any boat at any park
or grounds controlled by the City, except at the
docks provided thercfor.

NO INDECENT LANGUAGE

54. No threatening, profane, abusive, disorderly, insulting
or indecent language, conduct or behaviour, nor any
act tending to a breach of the public peace, shall
be allowed in or upon any park or parkway; nor shall
any persons p'lay games of chance or gambìing of any
sort, drink intoxicating liquor, or be drunk, or
do any indecent or improper act therein.

PROHIBITIONS IN SKATING RINKS

55. The following acts are prohibited within skating
rinks and ponds of the parks and parkways; skating
in groups of more than three persons, racing,
skating at a speed greater than six (6) miles per
hour, lounging or loafjng on the ice or in the
waiting room; bcisterous or disorderìy talk or conduct.

REMOVING DISORDERLY PIRSONS

56. Any drunk or disorderìy person, or any person doing
any act injurious to a park, boulevard or parkway,
in which he or she than is, or who is in the act of
vioìating any ruìe, regulation or bylaw of the City,
may be removed or arrested by an authorized officer
of the City.

DISORDERLY CONDUCT IN BUILDINGS

57. Sleeping or protracted loitering, disorderly conduct,
boisterious or profane ìanguage, and picnicking ad-
jacent to or in the pavilion, boathouses or other
buildings under the control of the City is prohibited.

SPITTING PROHIBITED

58. Spitting, other than in the receptacles provided, is
prohibited in any of the buildings under the control
of the City.

INJURY TO ROADWAYS

59. No vehicle shall be allowed on any parkway or drive-
way when, from the nature of the soil caused by wet
weather or otherwise, injury to said roadway or drive-
way by the use of such vehicle is apparent or appre-
hended.

INTOXICATING LIQUORS

60. No person shall take into or upon any park any
intoxicating liquor, either for sale to others for
for his orvn use or for the use of others; nor shall
any person sell, give at^Jay, or in any way dispose of
any intoxicating liquor in or upon a park.

EXCAVATIONS AND PERMITS

61. No person shall make any excavation in the surface of
any park or parkway without the necessary permission.

PROJECTIONS AND SIGNS

62. No building on property adjacent to any park shall
have any port'ion projecting or hanging over on the
same; nor shall any sign project over on to any park.

63. (l) No person shall encumber or obstruct or cause to
be encumbered or obstructed, any parkway, bouìevard,
or part thereof, by placing therein or thereon, any
building materials, or any article or thing whatso-
ever. Provided that if any building is under construc-
tion so near to a parkway or boulevard that the con-
struction cannot well be carried on without depositing
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building material, temporarily in the parkway or
boulevard, an application may be made to the City
for leave to deposit material, stating the circum-
stances of the case, the portion of the parkway or
boulevard which it is desired to occupy, the kind
.and quantity of material to be placed thereon, and the
length of time which it shall remain, and thereupon
the City may, unless in its judgment the public
interest will be injured, authorize a permit to be
issued for so depositing materials, and where a
permit is to be issued for so depositing materials,
and where a permit is authorized, the parks super-
intendent shall issue such permit, upon payment of
the required fee therefore, which permit shall contain
provisions requiring the holder to confine materials
to the designated portion of the parkway or boule-
vard, to remove same within the time specified, and
to replace all turf, shrubbery and other improvements
which may be injured, and leave the same'in as good
condition as before; to keep such materials guarded
during the daytime against falls or accidents and
to place red lights thereon from sunset to sunrise
of each night, and such requirements as the parks
superintendent may deem necessary.
(2) The person receiving the permit shall endorse
thereon an agreement to comply with the conditions
of the permit, and to save and indemnify the City
of !,linnipeg against any 'loss, damages or I iabi I ity,
which may direct'ly or indirectly result therefrom.

64. Any person having the use of any portion of any park-
way or boulevard, pursuant to this bylaw, shaìl cause
red lights to be pìaced in conspicuous places in
front of and at each end of any obstruction or ex-
cavation, from sunset to sunrise each night the' obstruction or excavation remains.

NO ENTERTAINMENTS

65. No entertainment or exhibition shall be given in
any park or parkway, excepting the entertainments
given under the direction and authority of the parks
superintendent or the Committee.

REI'IOVI NG OBSTRUCTI ONS

66. The City may remove or cause to be removed from any
park of parkway any obstruction, article or thing there-
in pìaced, kept or found contrary to the provisions of
this bylavú, at the expense of the owner, contractor or
other person responsible for such obstruction, and the
parks superintendent is empowered to do every act which
the chief of police of the City of þJinnipeg is empowered
to do under similar circumstances, and to sell or dispose
of articles to be moved.

INFRACTIONS

67. Except as otherwise in this bylaw provided, any person
or persons quilty of an infraction of any of the pro-
visions of this by'law, shall upon conviction before a
poìice magistrate having jurisdiction in the City of
Winnipeg, on the oath or affirmation of any credible
witness, forfeit and pay, at the dìscretion of the said
police magistrate convicting, a penalty not exceeding
the sum of fifty dollars and costs for each offence, and
in default of payment thereof, it shall be lawful for the
poìice magistrate convicting, to issue a warrant under his
hand and seal, to levy the said penalty and costs, or
penalty for costs only, by distress and sale of the
offender's or offenders' goods and chattels; and in case
no sufficient distress, to satisfy the said penalty and
costs or penalty or costs, it shall be lawful for the
police magistrate, to commit the offender or offenders
to the common gaol, in the City of Winnipeg, for any
period not exceeding twenty-one days, unless the said pen-
alty and costs, or penalty or costs be sooner paid.
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G. ..4 
RECOMMENDED APPROACH TO THE MAXIMUM UTILIZATION OF

t

The foìlowing clause contained in the report of the Com-

mittee on Environment, dated May 28th,1973, was laid over by

the Executive Policy Committee for further consideration:

The Committee on Environment has given careful consideration
to the question of joint use of all sites and structures
acquired through the expenditure of pubìic funds. As a
result, a set of guidelines to be employed as the basis
for development of policy with respect to joint acquisition,
development and use of pubìic school, park and recreation
facilities has been prepared.

The purpose of the guidelines and the policy which might
evolve from consideration of same is to provide the basis
for co-ordinated planning, äcquisition and development of
public open space. The investment of public dollars by
the respective school divisions, recreation authorities
and the City of l,linnipeg ought to produce the maximum
utilization and benefit of lands and buildings to the
citizens of l^linnipeg. The co-ordination of the many
programs of summer and winter activity for citizens
of all age ranges is considered to be increasing'ly important
as senior citizens housing, socially assisted housing and
high density residential construction are being located in
the suburban sectors of the city. Similarly, the lack of
open public space in certain of the existing residential
areas characterized by high densitjes, urban change, and
a wide range of population characteristics, require maxi-
mum utilization of any available pubìic open space. Both
redevelopment schemes and new plans of subdivision will
call for the acquisition and dedication of open space for
school, park and recreation purposes.

The Committee on Environment is very much aware that there
is a very strong feeling in the community that the City of
tlinnipeg, the various school divisions and the recreation
authorities must somehow co-ordinate and participate
jointly in pìans for the acquisition, deve'lopment, and use

of any lands and structures acquired for their respective
purposes.

The Committee on Environment recognizes that the City of
Winnipeg !s responsible for the overall planning of the
urban environment, the servicing and development of new
residential areas, the approvaì of plans of subdivision,
and the land use and building controls which establish the
standard of development.

Therefore, the Committee on Environment submits for the con-
sideration of City Council, the following policy designed
to achieve the previously mentioned objectives, such a
policy to adequately reflect the concerns and interest of the
School Divisions and recreation authorities:

The Guidel ines

The basis for the dístribution, frequency and dimension
of public open space shall be the Greater tlinnipeg
Development Plan (Section 570 of the City of t,lihnipeg
Act). It is this Bylaw which defines thê general iañ¿
use relationships and the density of occupancy within
the various residential, commercial and industrial
sectors of the City.
The Development Plan defines areas to be developed as
major public open space and riverbank parks. Holvever,
the definition of pub'lic open space requirements is
expressed in general terms calling for the definition,
dedication and development of various types of open
space such as tot-lots, quiet parks, recreation grounds,
and pub'lic school sites in response to the population
densities and characteristics which evolve with the
devel opment.

The District Plan shall define in more precise terms the
location, type and scale of public open space to be
developed within'the various sectors of the City. The
standards of public open space as deveJoped in the report
"Metropolitan l,linnipeg Park Systems and Standards Study"

l.

2.
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1s prepared by the former Metroporitan corporation ofGreater. l,linnipeg sha'rì be emproyed as the basis torprescribing a minimum standard óf pubri. opãn space
deveìopment throughout the City.
The District pran sha|r estabrish the open space re-quirements in all residential, conmercial anä industrialsectors. However, prior to their preparatiôñ an¿ adop-tion, the above noted standards _or' pubr ið opän spaceshalt be the basis for review of uni ié¿ãuãioöruntp'lans and approvar of new pìans of iubdivisioñs.
Public open space shail be so distributed and designedas to meet the wider range or needs and reiiure timeactivities of the popula[ion. This wi]t inðiuae sep-arate tot-lot or recreation sites, individuã-i-scnooìsites, and smaì.le¡ Quiet park areas typical of thosefound scattered throughout tne urban iätil"r.ntpattern. However, there shail arso be estãoiïsr¡ed areasof open space of such acreage, dimensioni ãñå ìocationas to accommodate combinatiõns of park, recrÀation andpublic school uses. The intent of'such opãn-ipu.e areasshall be.to_prov-ide the opportunitv oi ¡ãint ,i. orspace and plant by the respective Jurisä-¡.tloñi whihcmust satisfy the aesthetic, recrealional and Ààuca-tional needs of the community,

The. acqur'sition and dedication of pubric open spacewithin the deveìoped sectors of thä citv iñuir-u"
accomp'lished through purchase of rands óriä.åå tothe city at a fair market varue and from cãpiiarf!rn9: budgeted on an annual basis. Alio,-tñË"ðitvshaìl expropriate lands necessary to faciìitatethe compìetion of the_developmeni ot pu¡lì.-;p;n
space deemed essentiar to the needs oi lr,.-pãprru.u.
The Schoot Diviljon: wirh jurisdicrion *iiniñ'ine Ciryof winnipeg shail arso empìoy their .ôrp.ðtiu"'""rou..u,
to. acquire or expand specifið and rn¿iviãùãi-pubric
school sites in conformation with the prouiiiãÄs orthe zoning and District plan Bylaws.

The acquisition and dedication of pubìic open spacewithin neu', ptans of subdivision shail bu ;;;;rpi.¡.r,u¿
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through the apptication of the provisions of section 631of the City of Winnipeg Act.
(a) A minimum of 10% of the area incruded in a draftp'lan of subdivision and not incruding prbirc right-of-ways shall be dedicated to pubric usð,'iiti" to suchlands shatl be conveyed to trre city oi r,ri;;;pàg withinthe terms of the lppricabre deveroóment'åôråãment anothe criteria set forth in the Deveiop,n.ni-Rträement Bylaw.
(b) In the case of draft plans of subdivision which
:lull.have publjc open spaðe needs mer on iiiä, beyondthe limits of the prans of subdivision,-ðr-*ñã.e the
number of buildr'ng sites to be created-is smâit! a sumof money shalt be paid to rhe City by tf," ãpñiiðant iorapprovaì 

^of. 
a plan of subdivision in ri"u oh'óonveyanceof 10% of the 'land to the city, to be held in a reserveaccount for the community committee conc"rn.J and to beemp'loyed for the purchase of rands for pub'lið schoor,park and recreation purposes. This shaii ú"-u..orp-lished within the provisions of the nãuéioñ*.nt Agree-ment Byìaw.

The city of tJinnipeg shail empìoy the resources provided
under section 637 in order to'assure üre aðqùiiition anddedicat_ion of pubìig open space. such run¿'ráv ue emptóyeofor pubìic uses such as tot-lots, quiet partsl"schools
and recreation sites as weil as íuig" prbiið-ópun spacesites intended to accommodate the nãeds-;i ; ðåmoinationof such uses under a joint use agreement.

The city of winnipeg sharr refer ail draft pìans of sub-division to the appropriate schoor Division'for rts
comments prior to consideration of approval of the plan.In the event that a School Division si¡outà-rãquire aplan of subdivision to provide for u t.ñoðr iìi" of anarea in excess of lfre acreages considered to-úe appro_priate by the committee on Ènvironment or as specifiedin a. Development Agreement By]aw, th; piun-if,ãil u.required to be amended, within reason, provided theschool Division shalì acquire the requested additional
acreage for school purposes, at a fair price from the
appl i cant .

4.

6.

7.

5.
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8. In the case of all school sites created in new plans of
subdivision, the City of t^Jinnipeg shall transfer two (2)
acres of ìand to the School Division for school building
at a nominal fee of $l.OO or at the City,s cost, which-
ever is the greater amount, for the purposes of the
School Plant. The two acre site shall be located in
cohsultation with the School Division and in such a
manner as to be contiguous to any additional acreage
to be acquired by the School Division as well as tñe
.lgmalning acreage conveyed to or acquired by the City of
Willipeg as public open space. In addition, the Citywill enter into a joint-use agreement on a long tern
basis with the school division'on adjacent land on
condition that the total site and school building, as
well as the recreational facilities that will be pro-
vided by the City, wiìl be the subject of a joint-
use agreement to be entered into between the City
and School Division at the time that the transfer oftitle and the long term agreement are being entered
into, such adjacent lands will attempt to include
at least four (4) acres tiile to which shall be
retained by the City in order to assure a minimum
site of six (6) acres for joint use related to
the school function.

lhe joint-use agreement will be on a standard general
for:m but may be modified in any particular casð to
suit the circumstances of the particular case, but in
general, it shaìì provide for the use of the school
building and recreational facilities on the site by
both the School Divisíon and the City, with the
School Division having priority over the use of same
during school programs. In generaì, the maintenance
cost of the building shall be borne by the School Div-
ision and the maintenance cost of the recreational
facilities on the joint-use facilities shall be a
matter of negotiation between the School Division
and the appropriate Community Committee.

.l0. Similarly, in the case of a recreation authority such
as a community club which requires a building or p'lant
site the City of l,linnipeg shaìl reserve or tease for
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lhe purpose of that authority a site of two (2) acres
located as to be contiguous to lands to be the subject
of a joint use agreement and any other land acquire¿ ¡y
the recreation authority wìth its own resources.

A portion.of a joint school-park-recreation site may be
designated as a quiet park area not subject to a joint-
use agreement with a School Division or a Recreation
authority. The siting of such an area shall be such
as to not interfere with the most effective relationship
of school and recreation area plant sites and the lands'
employed for joint-use purposes.

Generalìy speaking, rights to use of all sites assembled
and intended for joint-use purposes, shall be distributed
20% for school plant site, 20% for recreation plant site,
20% quiet park site, and 40% for joint recreation and
school use. such a site shall attempt to assure that mini-
mum site standards for the school and any recreational
facilities shall be realized within the lands assembred
or acquired under Section 637.

The design and location of all school, park or recreation
sites shall insofar as is possible avoid excessive front-
age upon service public right-of-ways. Should a School
Division or Recreation Authority require a site with a
greater degree of frontage on serviced or improved steets,
the appropriate costs shall be borne by that authority.

A site of six (6) acres or less acquired under the pro-
visions of Section 637 and which is intended for school
purposes only shaìl be subject to similar conditions as
above; namely transfer of title to a two (2) acre parcel
for school pìant at a nominal fee of $1.00 or at the City,s
cost, whichever is the greater amount subject to the
School Division entering into"a joint-use agreement with
the City of Winnipeg and with respect to the total site
and pìant.

In the case of a site acquired under the provisions of
Section 637 for recreation purposes only two (2) acres
of that site may be reserved or leased to the Recreation

9.

ll

12.

13.

t4.
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16.

Authority as a recreation plant site and the balance
of the site retained by the City and subject to a
joint-use agreement.

In the case of additional land required by the Schooì
Division the School Division shall negotiate its
requirements with the owners or developer with the City
assisting in the negotiations and the City will, in
addition, make available on a joint-use basis with the
School Division additional land based on a joint-use
agreement a community centre or a quiet park area in
addition to the usuaì recreation facilities, such
joint-use to be decided by joint planning between
the school divisions and the appropriate Community
Commi ttee.

This agreement will apply to those School Divisions
which entered into such a reciprocal agreement with
the City so that where the land is no longer re-
quired by the Schoo'l Division or the City, it will
be resold to either party at the origina'l cost of
acquisition, plus the cost of local improvements.

In each case, where the School Division acquires
land as aforesaid, it wilì be required to pay its
share of local improvements chargeable to its land
site.

The minimum dedication of 10% of the area within a plan
of subdivision for conunercial or industrial purposes
shall be required to the extent that a reasonable
standard of park and recreation site area shall be
available to empìoyees of the industrial and commer-
cial firms which shall locate within that subdivision
the balance of the l0% dedication to be received in
the form of cash in lieu of land. The funds to account
of the City of Winnipeg and utilized to facilitate
the acquisition of pubìic open space in areas of re-
development, developed areas lacking public open space.
and plans of subdivision calling for pubìic, junior
high and high school sites.

20. The plant site for junior and senior high schools is
suggested to be a minimum of four acres. The portion of
such a site over the two acre site to be transferred in
accordance with paragraph B thereof and up to the sug-
gested minimum four acre site, shall be acquired under
some form of agreement between the City and the School
Division and shall be sold to the school on the assessed
value plus costs of improvements and subject to a joint
use agreement. Such agreement shalì assure where the
land is no longer required by the School Division, it
will be resold and transferred to the City at the orig-
inal cost of acquisition, plus the cost of local improve-
ments.

21. A joint-use agreement involving a School Division and/or
a Recreation Authority and the City of tnlinnipeg shall
provide for joint use of the plant and plant site areas
owned by the respective School Division and Recreation
Authority, as well as the joint use areas owned by the
Ci ty of tli nni peg .

25. That in areas designated for urban expansion but are
characterized by a multiplicity of smaìl hoìdings under
former plans of subdivision, the City of t^linnipeg in
consultation with the appropriate Community Committee
shall acquire lands for pubìic purpose in advance of
subdivision or development. Such lands shall be retained
and incorporated into a new plan of subdivision in ac-
cordance with District Plan requirements. The o!{ners
of any private lands shall be required as they proceed
to subdivide, to pay cash in lieu of a l0% land dedica-
tion to the City under the Land Dedication section of
the Development Agreement By'law in recognition of the
proper use of public funds to assure assembly of adequate
open space sites. Such funds are to be held in a reserve
account for the Community Committee concerned for the
acquisition of pubìic school, park and recreation open
space.

26. The City of Winnipeg shalì attempt to maintain a suf-
ficient land acquisition account as to meet its obli-
gations under this type of policy towards the provision
of public open space.

17.

lB.

19.

, , i.ìJ
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H. ORGANIZATION - AMALGAMATED CITY OF WINNIPEG PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENTS
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THE PEOPLEI

2.t.

3.

Age Group

0- 4

5- 9

10 - t4

l5 - l9

20-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-69

7O+

Single Population

% of Total Population

l'lari tal Status

l4arri ed

l,li dowed

Di vorced

4. Mother Tonque

S'ingl e

English

French

0ther

Census Tracts 16

Enumeration Area

and 17

059 (Resident Survey
lstutistics Canada Census l97l Area )
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5. 0ccupied Dwel I i ngs

0wner-occupi ed

Tenant-occupi ed

Si ngl e-detached

Single-attached

Apartment

Househol ds

1 person

2 persons

3 persons

4 - 5 persons

6 - 9 persons

I 0 + persons

Persons/househol d

6.
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Number of families/household

+2

7. Fami I i es

Age of Household tlead:

under 25

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-65

65 and over

Census Tracts l6

Enumeration Area

17

(Resident Survey Area)

and

059
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RECREATION OPPORTUN ITI ESI

An initial review with Residents' Advisory Group members

concluded that the present land allocated to recreational
uses is adequate but that facilities and programming are
deficient. This conclusion was modified, however, after
discussion of specific needs and locations, and it was

suggested that present space standards for the Ward are too
low. The study endorses this finding. By any genera'lly

accepted p'lanning standards, including the recommendations

of the Metropolitan !,linnipeg Parks Systems and Standards

Study, the present area of land designated for recreational
purposes is extremely low. At the same time there are few

opportunities for increasing this area without resorting to
the purchase and demolition of houses or other buildings.
It therefore seems critical that the maximum use should be

made of the opportunit'ies that do exist.

In this regard, one of the major opportunities for child-
ren's p'lay and unorganised sports is provided by the present

streets, sidewalks and boulevards. The local children
recognize this ancl use streets intensively wherever traffic
and other impedances allow. Further pìay opportunities of
this kind could be created by the introduction of housing

Pre-Masters' Year Students, The Department of Landscape
Architecture, University of Manitoba. Directed by
Robert N. Al ì sopp, Associate Professor, tllestmi nster t¡lard

lots which are vacant or where demolition is necessary.
Similar techniques might be employed to create bicycle,
pedestrian, snowshoe or othef routes for chiJdren and

adul ts .

The fol'lowing is an outline description and related sugges-

tions for the present recreation areas in the Ward (see Page

102).

School Grounds: l,lolseley, Laura Secord and Mulvey Schools'
grounds have joint community and student use. Their use is
predominantly for organised summer and winter sports and they

are operated as satellites of Issac Brock, Orioles and

Broadway Community Centres. These "parent" centres provide
a wider range of organised sports and recreation but because

of their distance from the Ward and the'ir separation by

major arterial roads, they tend to have only minor impact on

the þJard.

The Laura Secord sports and recreation club appears to play

the most active role in organised sports in the Ward. The

club has a small building at the south end of the Laura

Secord School ground. As in other parts of the city, the
emphasis of the sports and recreation clubs in the Ward is
on organised sports, particularly hockey, and little consid-
eration appears to be given to other aspects of adults'and
chi ldren's recreation needs.

Study, March, 1974, pp. 21 - 26.
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The study team has the following suggestions for
dents ' Advi sory Group' s cons i derati on :

a. That the Laura Secord sports and recreation
be expanded to serve as the major community

the l,Jard.

b. That because the Ward's total 'land area available for
organised community sports (and unstructured recrea-

tion) is extremely small, the City Parks Department be

requested to prov'ide additional facilities and a high

level maintenance program in order to maximize the use

of the area and thereby partially compensate for the

deficiency.
c. That the sports and recreation clubs be encouraged to

expand their base of operations to include other
unstructured recreation and pJay needs of the Ward.

0mand's Park: This park of approximately l5 acres, exten-

ding from Portage Avenue to the junction of Omand's Creek

with the Assiniboine River, is the ìargest and most signifi-
cant area of informal open space in the Ward. The park's

location at the western edge of the Ward places 'it beyond a

comfortable walking distance for the majority of restdents
in the area; it therefore tends to serve a local neighbour-

hood function.

The varied topography of the creek banks make the park

attractive for toboganning, sìiding and cross-country skiing

in winter and for walking and cycling in summer. There is
also an area for organized baseball on the western side of
the park. During midsummer the normal creek flows are small
enough to allow crossing on foot or cycle; access between

Wolseley Avenue and lrJellington Crescent is then possible via
the footway bordering the C.N. railbridge.

A number of proposals are recommended for 0mand's Creek and

associated areas which could enhance the present park and

expand the present recreational opportunities:
a. Since 0mand's Creek is part of a larger stream and

river bank system, it is possible to expand the present
park into an important linked system of parkland. It
is recommended that the Residents' Advisory Group

request that, as one phase of a city-wide linear park

system, a land acquistion and park development program

be initiated to include 0mand's Creek and banks; possi-
bly extending as far north as the International Air-
Port.

b. The construction of a small pedestrian/cycle bridge
across Omand's Creek to facilitate crossing during
times of high flow. This would provide the missing

link in a chain of pathways between Wolseley/Raglan and

Ass i ni boi ne Park (vi a l^lel'l i ngton Crescent ) .

c. Additional informal tree p'lanting in the present 0mand's

Park, particularly in the area of the Mennonite Church

and parking lot

the Resi-

club should

centre for
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d. Possible street cJosure at the north end of Raglan Road

to reduce traffic to local residents' vehicles a'long

the park frontage.

Vimy Ridge (Home Street) Park: This park fronting Portage

Avenue at Home Street is the only other major public park in
the area. It serves a predominantly. neighbourhood function
for the northeastern part of the Ward. The park provides

both informal and formal settings; the structured facilities
include a small service building, a fenced children's p'lay

area with conventional playground equipment and a lawn

bowling green. The entire park is heavily planted with

mature deciduous trees. A section was flooded in the

1973/74 winter for inforrnal free skating but this did not

prove to be attractive largely because no warm-up shelter or

l'ight'ing were available and snow !'Jas not cleared from the

i ce.

Vimy Ridge Park ìs particularly important to the Westminster

lnlard since it is adjacent to the area of highest housing

density and is one of the few larger pubìÍc open spaces

within the central area of the City. It is recommended that
the Residents' Advisory Group request the City Parks Depart-

ment to recognise the importance of the relatìvely small

number of inner city parks, such as Vimy Ridge, and to give

much higher prionity to the provision of faciJities and

programmes in these parks. For exampìe, if the provision of
a free-skating area is to be repeated in future winters,

there must be adequate support facilities and maintenance
(similar to those at Assiniboine Park skating area) before
residents of the neighbourhood will use the park for winter
recreation. The assessment of local demand for recreation
facilities should not be made on the basis of poorìy con-
ceived and poorly implemented plans.

Aubrey Street Tot Lot: The 0.6 acre play area ad.jacent to
the t'lolseley bus terminus has conventional playground equip-
ment for children's summer use. No provision is made for
winter play and, in general, the site is underdeveìoped.

!,lith so little opportunity for organised and/or supervised
creative pìay within the hlard, the Residents' Advisory Group

may wish to consider the possibilities for a creative or
adventure pìayground on the Aubrey Street site. Such a

facility could suppìement unstructured p'lay opportunities in
the area and the site appears to be ideal , a!,Jay from busy

traff ic routes , central ìy pl aced in the l,lard and I i nked

directly to public transport.

Greenwood Lawn Bowling CJub: The clubhouse and grounds

(approximately 0.6 acres) is used by the prìvate membership

for the lìmited lawn bowling season. No other uses are made

of the facilities. The R.A.G. may wish to consider re-
questing the purchase of this club for local public use and

includ'in0 the relocation of the greens to Vimy Ridge Park or
another suburban ìocation.
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0ther Sites: There are several small areas of land on the
Assiniboine River which are presentìy undeve'loped and which

could provide additional recreational resources. undeveloped

Area I (Asper Park) was donated to the residents in 1973.

l.lhile this land has remained undeveloped and riverbank
stabilization work is required, it is already used by

children for summer and winter play. Undeveloped Area Z

adjacent to the pipeìine bridge is a smaìì grassed area

which currently provides little opportunity for children's
play or other recreation. It is suggested that the Resi-
dents' Advisory Group môy wish to consider both of these
sites as supplenrentary "vest-pocket" parks for passive
unstructured recreation

Developed Area l, on the outer eastern boundary of the Ward,

was developed as part of the Maryland bridge construction
programme. It acts as a pedestrian underpass to Maryland
and Sherbrook Streets and is used extensively by chiìdren on

their way to and from school. Sidewa'lks, some seating and

minimal pìanting has been provided but there appears to be

very little recreationaì value until the site is connected

with other river bank areas.

0ther 0pportunities: The two miJe long Assiniboine River
frontage, forming the southern boundary of the Ward is the
most signifìcant undeveìoped recreation asset of the area.
Almost the entire river frontage is presently held under

private ownership and pubìic access is severely restricted.
Discussion regarding possible public uses with members of
the Residents'Advisory Group reveaìed a concern for pubìic
safety, particularly children's safety, due to bank erosion
and slumping. Nevertheless, the study team concluded that,
providing the necessary detail design solutions are developed
to ensure safety, this bank should be made accessible for
public use. It is the City of Winnipeg's íntention to
develop pedestrian and cycìe routes from the Red River to
Assiniboine Park along the Assiniboine River, and the study
team recommends that this policy be encouraged. Further-
more, the Assiniboine River routes should be linked with a

similar development of Omand's creek referred to earlier.
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AGE

6-12

l3 - t9

20-29

30-39

40-49

50-64

65+

Fema I e

SEX

Mal e

113

STAGE IN LIFE CYCLE

Schcol-age Children

Single Adult

Young l4arried Adult
(no chi ldren)

l4arri ed Adul t
(children)

llarri ed Adul t
(no children at home)

wi dow/wi dower

ETHNICITY

North American

European

Asian

THE RESPONDENTS



IL4

Singìe Family
(no suites )

Single Family
(with suites )

Apartment
or

Sui te

I nsti tut i on

nla

DWELLING TYPE

TENANCY

LENGTH OF RESIDENCE

Less than ì year

I - 5 years

6 - 20 years

more than 20 years

n/a

Rent

0wn

n/a
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SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE

l How often do you come here?

How long do you stay here when you conre?

l,lhy do you come here?

4. t¡hat do you like about this park?

6.

7.

Is there anything you dislike about the park?

a) Do any of the other people in the park bother you?

b) In whai way?

a) Do you come here at other times of the year?

b) How often?

c) What do you do here then?

a) Do you ìive near here?

INTERVIEllI SUMMARY

Interview No. _
Date:

taped _ yes

2.

3.

lleather:

Time of morni ng

afternoon

eveni ng

Sex

day:

5.

Household Structure

Respondent:

Spouse:

Chiìdren:

0thers:

Dweììing Type

_ Singìe Famiìy (no suites)

_ Single Fanriìy (with suites)

_ Apartment or Suite

_ Other

Home Address:

Ethni ci ty Age (approx. )

Respondent Reactions

_ Suspicious throughout

_ lnitiaììy suspicious

_ Friendìy throughout

Length of Residence

,*l
q

8.

9.

(probe for generaì address/dweììing type/length of residence/
household structure)

How do you get here? (mode of transport)b)

a)

b)

c)

Do you know the supervisor(s) of this park/pìayground?

Do you lìke hìnr/her/thenr?

!lhy?

Do you know many other peopìe/kids in this area?

Do you nìeet them here?

_ rent

own
.l0. 

a)

b)

12.

ì1. l,lould you like it if nrore peopìe visìted the park? (probe for detaits)

Wouìd you like to have more things to do here? (probe for details)

llould more activities for other people bother you? (probe for detaiìs)13.

Comnents

VIMY RIDGE MEMORIAL PARK
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FREQUENCY OF VISITS

More than once dai'ly

Dai'ly

I^leekly

Bi -weekly

Monthly

Less than monthly

MODE OF TRANSPORT

-

More than 6 hours _

LENGTH OF VISIT

Less than I hour

I - 3 hours

4 - 6 hours

LI KES

Setti ng

Park Maintenance

Park Management

Facilities

Acti vi ti es

Qui et

Everyth i ng --

l,la I k

Cycl e

Car or
Bus

Park Survey Results
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DI SL I KES

None

M'inimal

Moderate

REASONS FOR VISITS

Park Management

Park Maintenance

Limited Activities

Disruptive Activities
and/or age groups

None

Rel ax

Peopl e

Isol ation

Exerc i se

Chi I dren's
pl ay

C0NFLICTS t^IITH OTHER GROUPS
SEASONAL USE

Dai ìy

I'leekly

Bi -weekly

Monthìy

Less than
Monthly

Never

Spri ng Fal l [^li nter

SUGGESTED CHANGES

More Activities
for al'l ages

Year round use

None

Relax Rules
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l0 - ll a.m. 12 - 1 p.m.

72L

2 - 3 p.m.

Chi I dren

Teens

Adul ts

Eì derl y

0ffi ce
[.lorkers

4-5p.m. 7-8p.m. Tota I

Chi I dren

Teens

Adul ts

tl der'ly

Offi ce
t,nlorkers

!,leekday

Weekend

POPULATION COUNTS



POPULATION DENSITY
WEEKDAY: 1O-11 AM



WEEKDAY i 12-1 pm



WEEKDAY: 2- g pm ,ìt



WEEKDAY: 4.5 pm



WEEKDAY: 7-B pm
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WEEKDAY COMPOSITE
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POPULATION DENSITY
WEEKEND : 1O - 11 am





WEEKEND : 2.3 pm
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FRIQUENCY OF OBSERVED ACTIVITIES

Teens Adul ts

135

El derly 0ffice l,Jorkers

Active Play

Passive Play

llal k Thru

Si t/watch

Si t/tal k

Supervi se

Stand/watch

Read

Sunbathe

Love

Stand/tal k

Eat

Sl eep/rest

Note: Chi I dren were observed only 'in
active and passive play with
approxìmate'ly equal frequency.

Note: Activity frequencies shown are relative to
that particular age group only. Comparison
between age groups are not indicated.
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a)4.

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE

ì a) llow long have you lived here?

b) llhy did you move here?

2. tlhat do you ìike about this area?

3. llhat do you dislike about this area?

lilhat do you do outdoors in your spare time?

Is there anything you'd like to be abìe to do?

Are you aware of the prograrns and services offered by the parks
and Recreation Department?

b) Do you or nrembers of your farniìy attend these prograns?

c) lJhat do you ìike about them?

I,lhat do you dislike about them?

Can you suggest any changes?

Do you or members of your farniìy visit Vinry Rìrtge (Honte Street) park?

þlhat do you ìike about it?

tlhat do you disìike about it?

Can you suggest any changes?

(lnterviewer to rate on a

0 - don't know

ì-notaprobìem

2 - not a serious probìem

3 - somewhat serious

4 - serious

5 - very serious

scaìeof0-5)

Are there any other probìems you côn think of?

I also have a ìist of things that couìd possibìy be done in this
area. llouìd you pìease teli me if you think these ideas make
sense for this area?

- pìay areas in vacant ìots

- streets closed permanently for parks or pìay areas

- sitting areas near the ìocaì stores

- more things to do in ìocal recreation areas

- nrake boulevards wider for sitting or pìay areas

- use bouìevards for gardens

- use vacant ìots for gardens

- streets closed fronr time to tinre for parties, or festivaìs

(Interviewer to rate on a scaìe of 0 - 5)

0 - no co¡¡unent or opinion pro or con

+ì - weak approvaì/disapprovaì

!2 - slightly strong approval/disapprovaì

+3 - somewhat strong approval/disapproval

+4 - strong approvaì/disapproval

+5 - very strong approval/disapprovaì.

Do you have any other ideas?

b)

5. a)

b)

a)

d)

e)

6. a)

b)

c)

d)

b)

a) I
in
a

7. have a ìist of things that you tnay or may not feel are probìems
this area. Wouìd you please tell me if you consider each to be

probìem and how serious a problem it might be?

Street Li ghti n9

Lighting in Parks

Parks and recreation

Parks and recreation

Parks and recreôtion

Speeding cars

for aduìts and elderìy

for teenagers

for chiìdren

RESIDENT SURVEY
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REASONS FOR MOVING TO THE ARTA LIKES OF THE AREA

Central location/
conven i ence

Economi cs

Grew up here
"it's home"

Aestheti cs

Cha racter

Landscapi ng

Quiet

Locati on

Diversity of
Popu'lation

Local FacilitiesDISLIKES OF THE ARTA

Absentee Landl ords

Transient Population

Poor Maintenance

No Young People

Crime

Size of yards

Nothi ng

LOCATION OF OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

At or near home

t,.Jithin 1/2 mile of home

Further than I /2 mile
of home

Community Centres near
home

School Grounds near
home

District or Regional
Park

Resident Survey Results



PARKS AND RECREATION DTPARTMENT

Aware of Programs

Not aware of programs

Utilize programs

Not interested

I nterested

Limited opportunities
for certain age groups

Sel ecti ve
partici pation

DISLIKES OF THE PROGRAMS

SUGGESTED CHANGES

Better hours

llore opportuni tes
for al'l ages

Less selective
pol i ci es

Better publ icity
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PROBLEMS IN THE AREA

Street Lighting

Lighting in Parks

Pol 'ice Protecti on

Parks and Recreation
for Adults and Eìderìy

Parks and Recreation
for Teenagers

Parks and Recreation
for Chi ldren

Speeding Cars

Don't know

o
+
+
o

+

+
+

Not a Problem

+
o
0
+

ö

+
o

Not serious Somewhat serious

o
ö

o
o
+
o
+

o
o
o
+

o
o
+
+
+

140

Seri ous

o
+
+
o

+
+
+

0%

1 - 20"/"

21 - 40"Á

41 - 60%

6t - B0%
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PROPOSALS

0 - no comment or opinion

+l - weak approval

+2 - slightìy strong approva'l

+3 - somewhat strong approval

+4 - strong approvaì

+5 - very strong approval

+5

+
+
+
+
o
@

@

+

+4

o
o
o
+
+
o
e
+

+
e
a
o
+
@

+
+

0
o
a
e
+
+
o
e

+l

e
+
e
+
@

+
o
+

+
+
Ç

+
+
+
+
+

+3+2

o
o
@

+
o
ô

o
o
ô

o
0
e

Ç

o
@

o
e
Ç

@

o
e
o
o
e

-t

e
o
@

o
@

e
o
e

-5-4-3-?

Pìay areas in

Streets closed

Streets closed

Sitting areas

vacant lots.

permanently for parks or play areas.

o@o+
ooo+

-l - weak disapproval

-2 - slightly strong disapproval

-3 - sonewhat strong disapproval

-4 - strong disapprovaì

-5- very strong disapprovaì

from time to time for parties, or festivals.

near the local stores.

More things to do in local recreation areas

Make boulevards wider for sìtting or play areas.

Use boulevards for gardens

Use vacant lots for gardens

o
o
+
+
+

0

ll
21

3l

4l

10"/,

20%

30%

40%

50%
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APPENDIX E - LIPTON STREET FIREHALL: CONVERSION PROPOSALI

The following description, plans and cost estimate for the
conversion of Fire Station No. l4 and the adjacent yard and

street areas lvere prepared by Robert Crosby as part of a

study in the Department of Landscape Architecture. The

proposaì was presented to a number of city officials and

councillors and to members of the Midland Residents, Ad-

visory Group at meetings heìd in January, 1914. Their
response to the proposal was extremely positive. However,

the fire station has since been re-established, as a civic
ambulance station. The value of this proposal therefore is
one of example - how vacant civic buildings might be re-
juvenated to serve the nearby community.

FIRE STATION NO. 14

In the fall of .l973, four students from the Department of
Landscape Architecture, University of l4anitoba, initiated
a study in the area of Lipton Street between portage

Avenue and Westminster Avenue. The objective of the
study was to attempt to define how the resjdents of an

inner-city residential street perceived and used their
private outdoor spaces and the pubìic areas of the streets,

I Pr" Master's Year Students, the Department of Landscape
Architecture, Universjty of Manitoba. Directed by
Robert N. Al lsopp, Associate Professor. ,,AppendiX 4,,,
Westminster Ward Study, March 1914, pp. 43 - 60.

sidewalks and lanes. The study methods included interviews
and discussion with a sample of residents and structured
observation of people's activity in the area.

One important issue which was identified by many residents is
the lack of safe play space for children in the immediate
vicinity of their homes. Apart from the private yard spaces

and the public stjreets and ìanes there is no place for
children's play closer than a quarter of a mile. Many parents
expressed concern for their children's safety on the street.
The children, on the other hand, play in the st!eet and seem

less concerned with traffic as a danger than as a source of
disruption to their games. l,.lith high traffic volumes on

Portage and westminster, an aìmost continuous line of parked
cars on the west side of Lipton (and a1 I other north/south
streets), and the frequent passing of vehicles along the
street; there is clearly reason for the parental concern,
particularly for the younger children.

Another issue raised by many residents was the lack of Jocal
day-care facilities. In many cases, both parents of the
family are working and those interviewed stated a clear pre-
ference for a day-care facility close to their homes.

During the course of the study it was learned that the Fire-
hall on the south-east corner of Lipton and Westminster

:j
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lvould be vacated in January, 1914, when cÍty fire-fighting
services b,ere scheduled for ama'lgamation. The firehall was

built in the early part of this century when horse-drawn
equipment was still in use. Since that time it has been

adapted to modern standards wjth the ground floop r¡5s6

for vehicles and equipment and a staff lounge. The second

floor has sìeeping areas and administrative offices. The

exterior of the buiìding has remained essentialìy unchanged

since its construction; the structure is masonry, apparently
in excellent condition. There is a talì hose-drying and

practice tower and the large equipment doors to Lipton
Street with other doors and window frames painted in the
traditional fire-engine red.

From discussion with residents it became clear thqt the
firehall is not only an important visual landmark for the
district but is also a significant symbol of security qnd

community service. The firemen are well known in the
neighborhood, they are friends to many of the childfen
and apparently they act as unofficial policemen for
the area (in the sense that they "keep an eye,,on whatrs
going on).

farniìiar and helpful figures in the area.

The firehall is locqted on major pedestrian and vehicular
routes to schools, local stores and bus stops. The building
acts as a strong local landmark and is parrt of a local com-

mercial node: Lynne's Beauty Parlor and the Lipton Lunch

Bar are on the opposite side of Lipton street and the latter
serves as a gathering spot for children on their v{,ay to and

from school. These factors tend to support the concept of
developing a strong community facility in and around the
Firehall. 

r

The Design Proposals

ASSUMPTI ONS : The existing Fire Station No. 14, and the
adjacent area, supp'lemented by Lipton Lunch

and Lynne's Beauty ParJor, has the potential
as a neighborhood centre
There is a need for safe, readily accessible
play space for pre-school and elementary
school chi ldren.
There is a need for day-care facilities.
There a'lso appears to be a need for an aduJt
and old persons meeting pìace.

Optimize opportunities for neighborhood

community activities--play, day-care, gathering
place, etc

In considering

firehall it was

service should

munity service.
be replaced by an equally

Similarly, it would be

important com-

desirable to re-
couJd become

possible alternative future uses for the
considered important that the fire fighting

p'lace the firemen with other people who

OBJECTI VES :
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l4aintain and enhance human scale and quality
of the IocaI "place".
Maintain existing pedestrian routes and "hang

outs " .

Reduce danger and interference of vehicular
traffic while maintaining circulation.

DESIGN CRITERIA:

- {Based on previous research findings on

children's play activity), minimize conflict
between pre-school and older chiìdren's
pl ay.

- Provide as much opportunity as possible for
children of all ages to manipulate and control
their play environment.

- Provide visual contact between children and

parents and elderly but provide oppot"tunity
for physical separation.

- ftîinimize noise or other nuisances to adjacent

houses.

- Provide for year round use.

The street in front of the Firehall is closed to traffic.
Vehicles are diverted around the south side of the Firehall
to the rear lane and onto Llestminster. The traffic-free
area created by this diversion is programmed for street play.
This reinforces the present use of the space by chirdren and

keeps noisy pìay away from nearby residences. In addition to
the usual street games of school-age children such as bicycle
riding, ball games and street hockey, the space aìso provides
an ideal location for "block" parties, street dances and

similar functions. The street space for these activities is
defined on the north and south edges by brightly painted bol-
lards which obstruct vehicular traffic but do not block views
and maintain access for cycles, baby carriages and pedestrians.
The bollards are designed to be removed in cases of emergency

and to allow snow removal equipment to p'lace piles of snow

for winter pìay: for fort and slide building, etc. Ì¡lith
a fire hydrant at the south-east corner of Lipton and

Westminster there is also the possibiljty of flooding part
of the street for free skating in winter and water play in
s ummer .

The boulevard to the west of the street play area, in front
of the Lipton Lunch and Lynne's Beauty Parlor, is provided

with bench seating, log walls and log paving to reinforce
the space as a local meeting place and perhaps for informal
outdoor eating. Thè existing curb is retained at this point
to provide some separation between the street and boulevard
areas and a low wall is added to act as further separation

DESIGN C0NCEPT (see pages .l43 - 147)

The design proposa'l has three majçr components: the

Lipton Street in front of the Firehall, the Fi¡ehall
and the yard to the east. Since the emphasis of the

study was on the outdoor spaces, the planning 0f the

interior is only considered in outJine.

section af
buildingr
des i gn

bui I di ng
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and for use as a ball-wall, back stop or "base". At the

north end of the play street a large banner is suspended

across the street to add definition and colour but primarily
to serve as an advertisement for events in the neighbo¡hood.

The Firehall building is programmed for several uses re-
quiring some alterations to the present interior layout.
The existing fire-fighting equ'ipment area is proposed as a

multi-purpose space with evening and weekend use by school-
age children, teenagers and adults for such activities as

scout meetings, informal theatre, dances, bingo and com-

munity meetings. By retaining the large equipment doors

onto Lipton Street, the interior can be "thrown open" to the
play street in summer providing the opportunity for combined

indoor/outdoor activity. During day times it is proposed

that the multi-purpose space be used 'in cOnjunction with the

day-care facilitjes centred on the eastern side of the

bui'lding. This area provides accommodation for approxi-
mately 30 children wjth toilets, superyisor's office,
equipment storage and a main chiJdren's activity space.

This space has direct aÇcess, via new doors, to the yard

area on the east side of the building which is developed as

a tot-ìot play space. The second floor of the building is
programmed for community offìces and smqlJ meeting reoms.

The tot-lot is intended for local pre-school children when

closed by an open wooden fence and is designed to provide
challenge and opportunity for the children to manipulate
their ovtn space. Similarly, there are opportunities for
various types of passive and active play, with hard surface
(wood decking) and bench seating-cum-play surface in one

"corner"; and platforms,, tlooden stepping "stones,,, tire swing
and slide combined with large areas of sand in the active
play area. Most of the play eìements are designed as ',furni-
ture" in the space; that is, they can be moved to form new

arrangements or can be exchanged for alternative elements.

Access to the tot-ìots is from the day-care centre and from
hjestminster Avenue via a gate in the fence. The intention of
the fence is to proyide physical separation and security for
the children and at the same time alìowing them to see out
and for them to be seen by pur"nts and passers-by. A small
shaded alcove formed by the building and the fence beneath

the canopy of the boulevard elm trees is provided on the
l^lestminster frontage, with bench seating for parents super-
vising children in the play lot or for those who want to sit
and watch things go by on the Avenue.

As an additional support to the community function of the
converted Firehall, it is proposed that short term parking on

tlestminster þe located on the south side. The parking bay

formed at the extreme end of Lipton Street by the play street
will provide a suitable parking area fqr delivery vehicles tonot in use by the day-care centre. It is completely en-
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the Lipton Lunch but there is ìikely to be a need for addi-
tional parking adjacent to the Firehall for parent dropping

off children at the day-care or other functions.

Some consideration has been given to the possible methods of
imp'lementing the design proposals. t{ood was chosen as the
dominant material for construction since it is considered to
be sympathetic to the locale. It is also a materiaì that is
easily purchased and, given some basic level of carpentry
skills, readily used by local residents. It is suggested

that much of the construction work be done by local resi-
dents if they are willing to participate. Under the supep-

vision of a skilled craftsman, the use of local labour could

do much to reinforce the meaning of a community centre.

C0ST ESTIMATE (.l973 prices)
EXTERIOR hIORK EXCLUDING PLANTING (SUPPLY AND INSTALL)

East Area: Day:Care/Tot Lot

3" aspha'lt paving (truck loading),.l568 sq.ft. G $S0.6" x l2" concrete curb, .l45 lin.ft. @ $4.d0
P¡ecast concrete pavers, 60 @ $3.00
I'lood fence, l" x 3" to l" x 6" boards,5'0" high on

2" x 4" runners on 4" x 4" posts, 8' o.c.
ll5 lin.ft. @ $12.00

l,'lood gate, 2'6" x 5'0"
Bench seating, 26 lin.ft. x lB" wide @ $22.50
Wood deck, 573 sq.ft. @ $1.50
Wood stepping stones,77 x 6" = 39 lin.ft. @ $.50
Wood poles, ll0 x 6'0" - 660 lin.ft. 0 $.75
Metal sl ide
Sand (sandbox), 800 sq.ft. x 10" depth,

including excavation, 25 cu.yd. ß $18.00

20% Contingency

West Area: Street and West Boulevard

Concrete wall, 48 sq.ft. @ $4.00
Bench Seating, ?2 1in.ft. x lB" wide @ $22.50
Steeì Bo'llards,4" dia: 6'6" long,24 @ $20.00
Wood stepping stone, 150 x 6" = 75 lin.ft. @ $.50
Wood poìes,105 x 6'0" = 630 lin.ft. @ $.75
Basketball hoop
Banner

Total

l

- ($6625

20% Contingency

+ 2312) = $8937 say:

$ zs+
580
180

I 380
35

585
860
l9

518
130

450
$5m

I 104
$6625

$ lez
495
480

3B
472

50
200

$ïe-27
385

$mz
$eooo

N.B. Does not include buiìding alterations
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STREET PLAY- southeast view STREET PLAY . northwest view



TOT LOT .northeast viewTOT LOT. southeast view
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